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REACTION AND RELIGION
the BBC reported Lord Winston's
IACTUALLY
condemnation
CHEERED
of the Catholic
WHEN
position on the Hulnan Fertilisation and
Embryology Bill. Robert Winston is a
practicing orthodox Jew and I cannot
be sure that his views are shared by all
members of the London Beth Din. But
I was delighted and relieved that a
prominent religious figure had spoken
out against religious reaction and
obscuranticism.
There are some complex issues to
unpick. The main thrust of Catholic
opposition is to the creation of hybrid
or "chilpera" embryos where hulnan
DNA is inserted into an `empty' animal
cell for research purposes.
The material, which is 99% hulnan,
must be discarded after the research. It
camot be used for implanting into a
woman. There are strong indications
that the procedure is necessary in
developing effective treatments for
motor neurone disease and multiple

mother comes first'. Judaism recognised early that, in medicine as in
agriculture, a partnership between God
and human beings is required and that
human beings carry a huge responsibility to move the boundaries of
medicine forward, to heal the sick and
save life. Judaism is no less committed
to the sanctity of life because it
believes that conception is about
potentiality rather than actuality.
That brings us to a very disturbing
observation.
Let us start in an apparently obscure
place, the Peace of westphalia in 1648.
This was a pivotal event in European
history because it laid down the

principle that the denomination of
Christianity to be practiced across
Europe, cuius regio, ei,us religio,
followed the state ruler. One can argue
that this is the point at which the
modem western state was born and
over the subsequent centuries that state
has become more secular and more

sclerosis.

democratic.

Rabbinic tradition lays great stress
onpz.kzfczcfe #e/es¢ -saving life. As far
as Judaism is concerned, that is the end
of the story.
So why do we find Cardinal Keith
O'Brien condemning the ``monstrous"
Embryo Bill, claiming that it will lead
to the endorsement of experiments of
"Frankenstein proportion"? Why does

As far as Jews are concerned, that
has been no bad thing. Anti-Semitism
and persecution have continued and
secular democracies have proved open
to subversion of the vilest kind. But it
often has been the secular state which
has been on the side of the angels and
the faiths that have proved embarrassingly reactionary.
Last year - largely to the puzzlement
of the press to whom he always seems
to be a puzzle - the Archbishop of
Canterbury led the voices that

the Archbishop of Cardiff Peter Smith
condemn the proposals as "gross
interference in human life"?
Catholicism has long been particularly concerned about `ensoulment',
the moment at which the soul enters
the body. It takes the view that
ensoulment happens at the moment of
conception. If human life is sacred and
human life begins at the moment of
conception - then protecting human
life becomes an imperative from a very
early stage. One can only understand
campaigns against abortion and prolife lobbying in this context.
But that is not the only religious
view by any means. Judaism has always
been less concerned, more laid back,
more pragmatic about `ensoulment'.
Judaism assumes that human life
begins at a later stage than conception.
When it comes to abortion, we have a
liberal as well as a conservative tradition expressed as `the pain of the
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apologised for slavery on the 200th
anniversary of its abolition. Although

William Wilberforce became an
evangelical Christian, it was the state
that pushed through the abolition of
slavery -in the face of opposition fi.om
the Anglican bishops in the House of
Lords and a Church that not only
benefited financially from slavery but
received compensation for losses on
its abolition.

In more recent times, religions have
continued to seek conversions in the

poorest parts of the world. Yet when
the disaster of Aids was heaped upon
the heads of the most impoverished
and underprivileged human beings, the
Catholic Church continued to oppose
the use of condoms.
It is the state that has pushed for

equality between women and men and
religions which have demanded exemption. The last bastions of male
domination are many churches, orthodox synagogues and most Muslim
societies.

It has been the state that has
promoted the rights of gays and
lesbians. Once again, the traditional
churches, synagogues and mosques
have clung to their prejudices. Only
recently, a cfecrredz. member of the
Knesset declared that earthquakes in
Israel are a divine comment on
homosexuality.

Indeed, two of the three Abrahamic
faiths, Judaism and Islam, have significant numbers within their conservative,
right-wing streams who are dubious
about democracy itself. Many within
the religious parties in government in
Israel insist that democracy is of Greece
and has nothing to do with Judaism
where what the Rabbi rules goes.
Many faith leaders are outraged by
the simplistic attacks of secular
fundamentalists like Richard Dawkins
and Christopher Hitchens. But in many
areas of ethics, in the extension of
human rights across society, in
respecting the equality and dignity of
all human beings, the faiths have a
patchy record, to say the least.
Nobody in their right mind would
deny the right of Catholics to argue
that ensoulment takes place at
conception and to maintain their
perspective on the sanctity of life.
Whether that entitles the Catholic
Church to use intemperate language to
try to persuade the secular state that it
is wrong - and to seek to persuade
Ministers and Members of Parliament
who are Catholic to toe a Catholic line
rather than follow their conscience or
the wishes of their constituents - is a
challenging point which demands
further debate.
But what is so deeply distressing is
quite how often the faiths have proved
reactionary and opposed to the shared,
liberal, humanistic views of the secular
state and the finest traditions of the
Abrahamic faiths.
Once again, the liberal mainstreams
of the three Abrahamic faiths need to
assert themselves and convince society
that religion and reaction are not the

same I

WHY I MOVED
TO ISRAEL NOW
Given the almost intolerable
security situa[tion in Israel, not to
mention the daily press criticism,
one might have expected i+Hlygth

from Western Europe to leave
dried up. Instead, signdf llcant
numbers Of French Jews moved
to Israel even as the rockets
were falling during the second
Lebo[non war. Several well,
known members Of the British
Jewish communtry have also
made elAfyalh in recent months.
Lynette Ordman is an exc;hoder teacher at Radl,ett &
Bushey Reform Synagogue and
was a voluntary worker fior
Israel fior marry years. Her
husband Michael is a fiormer

irformation security manager
with Barclays Bank in London.
They have three children, Ilana
married with two young boys
and currently living in Jerusalem;
Louise teaching Maths at a
secondary school in Bristol; and
Yoav at university in London
studying to be a paramedic.
Maurice Ross was, for many
years, Chiof Executive Of West
London Synagogue. He is

married to Janine, a medieal
practice manager. They also
have three children, Natalie 27,
Elliott 25 and Emma 24 living
together in Borehamwood.
MAENNA asked Lynette and
Maurice to tell us wky they had
made arxlyalh at this time.
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Lynette and Michael Ordman at the JFS rally in London 2007

`IVRIT IS HARDER'

Lynette Ordman

Afr]Lg¥;f:;e=e::::Tn::C:::tE
incredible that just four months ago I
lived in the UK. It also still has not sunk
in that at the age of fifty, I have finally
achieved my lifetime's desire to make
aliyah to Israel. It may be difficult for
those who see the negative news about
the Jewish state to understand why
anyone would want to live here. I need
to explain why I feel I belong here.
I have always bad a special feeling
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for Israel. I was only at a Jewish Day
School for one year but that year was
1967. We were proud of Israel and the
miracle of overcoming the mighty
Arab armies. Those were such positive
times. In 1972, we shed tears in
synagogue when they read out the
names of the Israeli athletes that were
murdered in the Munich Olympics. I
toured Israel in 1973 with the
Federation of Zionist Youth and met
my cousin who, shortly afterwards,
was killed in the Yom Kippur War. A
few years later I demonstrated against
the Soviets' refusal to allow Jews the
right to emigrate to Israel.
I studied Modern Jewish history in
the early l980s. I completed the
Reform Movement' s Advanced Course
for cheder teachers in 1991 and was

given a bursary to attend the annual
Limmud Conference. Over fourteen
years, my family and I were to lean
about Judaism and culture there. We
toured Europe and Lithuania with the
Refomi Movement's Jewish tours. As
a mature student I studied Nazi
propaganda as part of my history
degree. Everything I leamed instilled
in me the conviction that our own state
was fundamental to the future of our
people.

but air-conditioning kept us cool
during the summer. We anticipated

problematic service in shops, banks
and offices and were told that our
English sense of humour would be a
great asset. We quickly learnt the importance of the Hebrew word sczi//cz7?c/Z

-patience. Israelis are often in a hurry
and driving can be hazardous. Fortunately, public transport is refreshingly
inexpensive and efficient so we hope

I cannot feel
truly at home
until I have

to put off buying a car for some time.
I cannot feel truly at home until I
have leamt Jvrz.f. This is proving more
difficult than I anticipated. I was
probably nat.ve to think that it would be
easy at my age. I look forward to
speaking in a common language with
the vast influx of recent French
immigrants that are fleeing from
European anti-Semitism.
Netanya is a beautiful place and I
enjoy sitting on my balcony, walking
along the seafront and swimming in
the sea. The Jewish festivals come to
life in Israel and each week the
peaceful atmosphere of Shabbat allows
me to appreciate how fortunate I am to

be here .
continued on next page

/ecz773 f Ivrit.

This is proving
more dif f icult

than I
anticipated.

Lynette and Michael Ordman at Ben Gurion
Airport

I was saddened that so many people
swallowed anti-Israel propaganda. We
fought against media bias, and

promoted a film that showed a
balanced view of the conflict. Israel
became the centre of our vocation and
the decision to make aliyah was
inevitable. We chose Netanya because
of previous holidays and its familiar
English community. The most difficult
aspect was that our parents and two of
our children would not be joining us.
My husband prepared plans and
several Anglo-Jewish organizations
have been very supportive. We sold
our house in England and bought a
beautiful flat in Netanya at a fraction
of the price. Finding employment,
therefore, has not been an urgent
necessity. We have had time to study
the language and adjust to our new
environment. We expected the heat,
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Lynette and Michael Ordman in Caesaria during one Of their tjr:y`];A::Jm with the ul:pan
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KEEP SMILING

Maurice Ross
Maurice and Janine Ross at their house wcirm:ing
party in Zichron Yackov, while a me;zJi:zch was affixed on their rented home.

A:lnfi:DiiT:rna:T,:::f::T::::Efhsl:
first suicide bombing in Israel for over
a year with one Israeli citizen killed and
thirty eight injured. Two terrorists also
died, one from blowing himself up and
the other shot by a policeman before he
could detonate a further explosive
device. The first bomb went off in a
coffee shop.
Whilst we are sad, life in Israel
continues and, in a quiet way, we thank
God that there were no further
fatalities. What other choice do we
have?
In Zichron Yaacov, where we made
aliyah on 14 August 2007 we have just
`closed' a deal on buying our first

Maurice and Janine Ross standing in their
`empty' UK home -all goods having been
packed up fior shipping to Israel.

property here. We decided to rent for
the first year to make sure we liked our
chosen town before deciding to live in
it for good. Settling in Israel though
was never in doubt. We are not coming
back to Blighty no matter what. No
matter the political situation intemally
or externally; no matter what
corruption there is in the government
or local government; no matter the cost
of living or the work situation, no
matter how many rockets fall on
S'derot or how many suicide bombs
explode elsewhere. This is our home
and we are here to stay.
I have waited forty years to return to
this country, having first made aliyah
in 1965 with my parents and brother
and sister. I was ten at the time. Things
did not go right then as it was a lot
tougher than it is now and we had to
leave. We went to live in London but I

promised at the time that I would return
one day to live here.
I am sure that if the seeds of zionism
were not sown within me before then
by my parents, they were sown at that
time as I looked out over the bay of
Haifa with tears rolling down my
cheeks at the thought of having to leave
as the waves rolled onto the shore.
Now I have returned with my wife
Janine and from the outside of our new
home we can look out at the same
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coastline from Caesarea to Haifa. The
sight still brings tears to my eyes. This
time they are tears of joy.
We have been welcomed with warm
hearts and Israeli directness. Our aliyah

VIe have never

waited f;or longer

than an hour in
any Government
office or been
treated rudely
by any official.
Israelis are direct
but if you give as
good as you get
with a smile on

your fiace then you
will be dealt with,
with as much
courtesy as any
Goverrment of f ice
in the UK.

within two weeks of arrival. They have
been so helpful and delightful that we
would recommend our new community
to anyone.
We have never waited for longer
than an hour in any Government office
or been treated rudely by any official.
Israelis are direct but if you give as
good as you get with a smile on your
face then you will be dealt with, with
as much courtesy as any Government
office in the UK. And what is more,
they are happy to have us here. We are

blessed a,s olim hadashim - new
immigrants - with the words /czbrz.z/f to health - and bcrrwcfez.772 ¢crbczz." which

literally translated means, may those
who come be blessed. Indeed such
blessings prompted our daughter who
visited us to comment, that in the UK
you would be told to `go home'.
I have a new job teaching English to
children of English speaking parents
on the c7ovrez. cz77g/I.Z programme in a

school in Hadera. I also do ulpan to
learn JiJrz./ twice a week. I never
thought I would teach English but in
Israel one needs to be flexible until the
ideal thing comes along. Having said
this I enjoy what I am doing and even
consider setting up a small business to

provide such programmes to other
schools.

Janine is doing ulpan three momings
a week and will, I am sure, find a
suitable new career when her spoken
Jvrz./ has improved.

So life could not be better for both
of us.
In a wider context and as a new
Israeli it would not be possible to go a
day without a political comment: Israel
needs a new leadership - a leadership
that can be trusted by the people, that
can guide us into equal distribution of
the riches of this country; that will not
allow children to go to bed hungry and
one that can give us all a sense of
security. It also needs to be able to take

us forward in some form of deal with
the Palestinians without selling us out.
We are cognisant of the latter on a
daily basis. This is the country to which
we have come to live. Its difficulties
are now ours. But as one veteran Israeli
said to me `they are our problems and
no one else's' . And we will solve them.
In any case they are, if only
momentarily, easily overshadowed
when looking at the view from
Caesarea to Haifa and knowing that we

are here to stay I

Always waiting for manna

SALES a LETTINGS C' COMMERCIAL
has been upward from the moment we
stepped on the EI Al flight on 14

August when we were upgraded to
Business Class. We received our Israeli
citizenship within one hour of getting
off the plane and the documents saying

so arrived at our home within four
days. On iniving in Zichron we found
our rented home was beautiful. Our
furniture arrived from the UK about
three weeks later and for Rosh
Hashanah we entertained our first
guests. In between Rosh Hashana and
Yom Kippur we had a housewarming
party for over forty people most of
whom were new found friends. We
also hosted a Sukkah party for the
Masorti Kehillah which we joined
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ls JUDAISM
MERGING WITH
ZIONISM?
Michael Schwartz

R;::-:eeL:Y:tti3tt:s:ya|#vb:rto#N::
faces: `What do you mean, you're a
Zionist!,
The question is woven into the
brows and hovers between the dropped
jaws of hundreds of people each year
to whom I explain the work of Rabbis
for Human Rights (RHR). Although
RHR's many projects include
education programmes on human
rights obligations within Judaism
aimed at Israeli students and soldiers, a
help-centre for lsrael's unemployed,
and advocacy for economic and social
justice within Israel, the question
begins to appear only when I explain
our legal and activist work protecting
the human rights of Palestinians.

The rabbis of RHR replant
Palestinians' olive trees when they are
destroyed by marauding settlers and
coordinate with the Israel Defence
Forces to protect Palestinian famers
and their families while guaranteeing
them access to their agricultural lands.
RHR works to prevent administrative
demolitions of Palestinians' homes in
East Jerusalem and launches appeals in
the Israeli High Court on instances of
rights violations. When I conclude,

proudly, that what tbe rabbis of RHR
do, we do precisely because we are
rabbis, Israelis, and deeply committed
Zionists, the question `What do you
mean, you're a Zionist!' flashes like
the sudden colour of fever in a child's
cheeks.

The tone of the question they wear
in the wrinkles around their eyes
resonates with either:
Shocked Offence. For those all-toomany people who see `Zionism' as a
dirty word, Jews living in and loving
Israel is incompatible with concern for
Palestinian's dignity and rights. When

Any expression Of what it means to be a Zionist
today must contend not only with dof;ending our rights
as Jews - but also in defending the rights Of Palestihians
living under our authority as well.
pressed, most of these people refuse to
legitimate lsrael's independent existence as the Jewish State.
Genuine Curiosity. These are
moderates - most often Israelis - for
whom `Zionism' remains vague and
undefined aside from busily rejecting
the `Zionism' of either the anti-Israel/
pro-Palestinian extreme left or the proIsrael/anti-Palestinian extreme right.
Relief. Many Israelis, Diaspora
Jews, and other supporters of Israel
have never before had their concerns
about Israel's moral, spiritual, and
social
challenges
validated
as
authentically Zionist and Jewish
concerns.
Confusion. Accompanying all of the
above: `There are Israeli rabbis who
deal with human rights issues! '
Outrage. Those who narrowly
define `Zionism' as land control at any
cost and justification for `any means
necessary'
cannot
conceive
of
defending Palestinians' human rights
as either a real security strategy for
Israel or an authentic and deeply

Torah-rooted theological position and
Halachic demand. On occasion, it can
even mean a religious awakening
Answering the question `What do

you mean, you're a Zionist?' no matter
how it is intoned or by whom and why
it is asked, has steadily become an
increasingly important part of the work
of RHR. With Israel's immediate
existence threatened daily by her
enemies both on the ground, in the
media, and in the political sphere, and
threatened as well in the long term by
ambivalent support and lack of identity
or involvement with Israel by Diaspora
Jews, answering this question is now
an existential necessity for every Jew
and the entire Jewish People.
Ask yourself the question: `What do
you mean, you're a Zionist?' It is a
subjective question as well as a
collective, communal one. As with its
parallel, `What do you mean, you're a
Jew?' The best answer we can give is
non-verbal: who-we-are is defined by
what we do, by deed more than by
creed. Israel's behaviour is the litmus

test of our Jewish values and dreams,
the Jewish state revealing to ourselves
who we are, what we stand for, what it
means to be a Jew.
We had better make sure our Israel
lives up to the challenge.
As far as the rest of the world is
concerned, the primary aspect of the
question `What do you mean, you're a
Zionist?!' is scepticism about the
compatibility of our particular Jewish
values with universal human rights.
Any expression of what it means to be
a Zionist today must contend not only
with defending our rights as Jews and there is much work to be done in
the world and within Israel to protect
our human, social, and economic rights

- but also in defending the rights of
Palestinians living under our authority
as well.

Working for the physical, spiritual,
and moral security of Israel is today's
Zionist task. Human rights issues are a

particularly crucial opportunity to
engage positively with Israel and
Judaism in responding to this
challenge:

By insisting on Israel's responsibility
as a `duty bearer' to uphold universal
human rights, we strengthen our own
demands to those same rights as `rights
holders'.

students and representatives Of disadvantaged groups and populatious in Israel
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We at RIIR have occasion to meet
many sympathizers of and activists for
the Palestinian cause, whose anti-Israel
stance is exacerbated by long stays in
flashpoint Palestinian villages and
cities, Hebron, for example. These
types usually make no perspectivebalancing visit to Israel, and they are
among the chief distributors of the onesided pro-Palestinian narrative to their
home communities, in Europe
especially. But they do ask to hear
about the work of RIIR.
It is our credibility as well-known
defenders of Palestinian rights that
gains their ears to hear that there is an
Israeli narrative to the conflict, that we
do in fact have a legitimate claim to
live on the land, and suffer real security
continued on next page
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concerns. Our credibility as rabbis
opens their hearts to understand that
Zionism is as old as Abraham and is a
worldview authentically Jewish,
modern,
and
compatible
with
worldwide standards of values, with
human decency and international law.
These folks may not become our allies,
but at least they will agree that the
right to freedom, independence, and

peace goes both ways, that the conflict
is a nuanced shade of grey rather than a
black and white battle of good and evil,
and that they cannot in good faith
promote the human rights of
Palestinians without similarly guarding
the rights of Israelis. Zionism that
includes concern for universal human
rights is the key to unlocking these
hearts.
Defending human rights is in fact
the self-interested thing for us Israelis
to do. The experience of Rabbis for
Human Rights is time and again, and
again and again after that, that those

people whose destroyed home we help
rebuild or whose groves we help access

to harvest their livelibood, will insist
on bringing out their small children to
meet us. We always ask why, since the
work is usually hindered by the kids

rather than helped. And the parent
always points to the armed settlers or
the soldiers nearby and says something
like, `These are the only Jews my
children know - with the guns,
threatening them, frightening them,
destroying their home, humiliating
their parents.' And then, `What will I
say to this boy when he tells me he
wants to grow up to be a terrorist? So I
bring him here to show him that there
are Jews with #japo/ and Israelis who
are different, who care about us, who
stand with us to rebuild our home, to
harvest our olives. This is a Jew, this is
an Israeli, I tell him.'

To be sure, Israel must act to defend
itself from terrorists and existential
threats, especially from those who do
not accept our existence at all. Israeli
security strategy is to lower the
terrorists' motivation and their excuses
for attacking us as so-called `reprisals'

TThat will I say

to this boy when

he tells me he

wants to grow

ap to be a
terrorist? So I

bring kin here
to show him that
there are Jews
wz.£fe kippot cz7cd

Israelis who are

dif ferehi, who
care about us,
who stand with
us to reburtld our

home, to harvest
our olives.

This is a Jew,

this is an Isradi,
I tell him.'
Rebuilding a Palestihian's home that was destroyed due to lack Of a building permit in East
Jerusalem.ItisnearlyimpossibleforPalestihianstogetpermitssotheybulldonthej:rlandanyway.
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for human rights violations. Preemptively avoiding those violations
effectively limits attacks, and working
with Palestinians to prevent human
rights violations prevents those people
from wanting to become terrorists in
the first place.
Zionism is not just about how we
Jews relate to the non-Jewish world, it
is also about how we live as Jews. For
many years, the discussion of zionism
among Jews has centred on the idea of
Israel as a nominally `Jewish' State -a
country with a majority of Jewish
citizens in possession of as much land
as possible. Yet, how we live on that
land is more important than the

quantity of the land on which we live.
Raising human rights issues, as RIIR
does, as a fundamental question of our
Jewish and Zionist self-understanding,
creates discussion focused on the
qualities of Israel rather than on its
mere quantities. The Jewishness of the
Jewish State depends on its social
values and policies being in accord
with Jewish values and Torah ideals;

its treatment of `the widow, the orphan,
and the stranger' - society's weakest
members for whom our tradition is
greatly concerned; the role of
democracy, its limits and tensions and
responsibilities; the rule of law and the

power and integrity of the courts.
The Torah itself recognizes that
although Israel may be destined to
`dwell alone', how our behaviour

impacts on the nations of the world is
the measure of whether we are living
up to the high standards the Torah
demands of us as a nation. Moses says,
`See, I have imparted to you laws and
rules as the External God has
commanded me for you to abide by in
the land that you are about to enter and
occupy. Observe them faithfully, for
that will be proof of your wisdom and
discernment to other peoples who, on
hearing of all these laws, will say
"Surely that great nation is a wise and
discerning people"...' (Deut. 4:6-7).

Indeed, the nations of the world were
the midwife for the birth of modem
Israel, and we continue to need their

support to survive. Only our strict
observance
of
international
humanitarian law - especially in the
face of the difficult security threats we

face - will guarantee this continued
support. Sadly, the majority of the
nations of the world today hardly call
us a `great nation'. Stressing the hunian
rights values inherent in Jewish
tradition - and they are deeply there and as central to the Zionist enterprise
in word as well as in deed, is the only
way to measure up to the world. . . and
to ourselves.

The Zionist entelprise that is our
Israel today desperately needs the
moral, financial, intellectual, and
human resources of the world's Jews.
As Israel's behaviour increasingly
defines what Judaism is and stands for,
not only to the nations of the world but
to the world's Jews as well, Judaism
and Zionism are merging into one.
What kind of people are we becoming
as a result both of the trauma of falling
missiles in Sderot and as a consequence
of what our children must do during
their army service to maintain the
occupation of another people? An
Israel that is passionate about its human
rights behaviour because it is the
Jewish State would create Israelis who
share that passion. It would present a
vision of Judaism that attracts and
motivates and inspires a new
generation of Jews throughout the
worldwide Jewish community.
Israel's survival as the Jewish State,
threatened on so many fronts, is too
precious and too embattled to avoid the
necessity of reconciling universal
human rights values and laws with
Zionism and Judaism. Both practically
and theologically, working for human
rights may be the most essential Zionist
activity we Jews can do today .

RABBI MICHAEL SCIIVI/ARTZ sfuc7z.ed czf
the Hebrew Union College in Jerusalem and in
Cincinnati and was ordained at the Schecter
Institute for Judaic Studies in Jerusalem. He

Teaching Israeli soldiers about the obligations of Jewish traditions and laws to
uphold human righis
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currently serves as the Rabbis for Human Righis
Director of Development. He lives on Moshav
Beit Zayit with his wife and three children

Q.. Tell us a little about your upbringing
-parents, grandparents, siblings,
background.
A: My grandparents, Jack and Yetta
Michaels, are in their early nineties.
Grandma was in the Yiddish theatre
as a child. Grandpa was senior

warden at the East London
Synagogue at which I spent slabs of
time as a child so I'm quite
comfortable in Orthodoxy. The shul
was the subject of my MA in Jewish
Studies. As an art student I took a
few black and white photographs
just before it closed and got
vandalized. Wish I'd taken more
now -hope to publish at some point.
On my mum's side Lily and Alf
Townsend. I never knew him. He
was in the RAF and I've worked on
RAF recruitment marketing for well
over a decade and was mad keen on

BARRY HYMAN TALKS TO

MARC MICHAELS
AWARD WINNING CIVIL SERVANT,

NEW SIDDUR DESIGNER,
SCRIBE, SCIENCE FICTION AUTHOR,

RABBI'S SON, MEMBER OF SWESRS

planes as a child. Dad is Rabbi
Maurice Michaels who has served
in every capacity that the

Movement can think of and
possibly some they haven't come
up with yet. Mum, Eileen worked in
the SWERS (now SWESRS) office
and is now rebbetzin there. My
sister Mala was a 772czc7rz.cAc!fe in

fJc7bo#z.", danced in the Israeli
dance troupe Oranim, became a fine
Jewish primary school teacher and

then a deputy head. My son Aryeh
has a great imagination and keeps
me young and fresh. I've leamt
huge amounts about Pokemon but
that's only fair as he's learnt lots
about Doctor Who (old series) from
me! My fianc6e is Canadian
Avielah Barclay, the first modem
day so/ere/ [woman scribe] for 250
years. A huge influence on my
Jewishness and diet was also my
Polish Great Auntie Reggie.
Q.. What was your experience Of school/
cheder?
A: School was Ilford Jewish Primary -

10
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I'm a hage hnge Doctor Who flan
(so glad it's cool again)

actually I was in the first year when
it opened (history repeated itself as
Aryeh was in the first intake at Clore
Tikva where I was Vice Chair of
Governors) - so a very good and
sound ` orthodox' education but back
when it was a little more openminded. Secondary school was

Ilford County High Grammar
School for Boys. Happy to leave
there as I was small, Jewish and
bullied until the sixth form.
Q.. How did religion f;eature in your
childhood?
A:I guess you could say my life
revolved around my religion and my
community as a youth. I virtually
lived at the shul. I taught cheder on
Wednesdays and Sundays. I sat on
the editorial board of the synagogue
newsletter, ,4/o7cz.in, providing logos,

graphics, posters, cartoon strips
(Bible Bits which eventually found
th:err way .Tr[to Liberal Jewish Ne:ws
for a while, Rabbi Who, SWERS
Trek, Tales from Chelm). I went to

Habonim, then became a madrich at
RSY Netzer, did Shemesh, Geshem
camps, ran a group called SWEL
(South West Essex Layabouts if I
remember correctly), sat on the
synagogue council for a couple of
years as the `youth' and sang and
played guitar in a Jewish folk group
called Ham'zayafim doing concerts
at Limmud, Jewish Care, other
shuls. Oh and I actually went to shul
an awful lot.
Q;What further education did you
have and did it guide you into a
profession?
A: My further education was very much
the perfect grounding for my two
careers. BA first class Hons in Business Studies, majoring in Marketing;
post graduate diploma in Graphic
Design and Communications from
Goldsmiths; Market Research Society Diploma; Diploma of the
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Chartered Institute of Marketing;
Fellow of the Institute of Direct
Marketing (got a distinction in their
diploma too) and most importantly
MA in Jewish Studies from LBC
which gave me the background level
of knowledge so I could become a
so/er. And I only got into that
because I was designing the leaflet
that was promoting the MA and
realized that I did that kind of leaming for fun and could get an MA.
Q..You are an award winning Civil
Servant. How come and in what
capacity?
A: I am the Director of Direct and
Relationship Marketing for the Central Office of Information, tasked
twenty years ago to set up a centre
for direct marketing excellence in
Government, which I did. I run a
team of thirty professionals and control some £30 million of activity a
year. Aside from our work winning
industry awards such as for Army
and RAF recruitment, the ` giving up
smoking' and `Pensions Credit' campaigns etc. I have apparently
achieved `guru' status in the industry and have topped the `power DM
100 ' two years running and this year
was `Client Marketer of the Year' at
the Precision Marketing Awards.
Q; Is being Jewish in the Civil Servi,ce
unusual?
A: I haven't come across a lot of Jewish
civil servants. But I think the main
thing I bring to the team is instilling
a sense of ethics and doing the right
thing.

Q; When did you start to write science
fiction and wky?
A: I started writing SciFi at college. I'm
a huge huge Doctor Who fan (so glad
it's cool again) and Hitchhikers
Guide to the Galaxy. My bookshelves
consist
of Asimov,
Silverberg (both Jewish), Adams and

Doctor lvho books and Halacha - I

guess the last one doesn't quite fit
in! I absolutely adore story telling
(I tell a lot when I'm presenting for
Col, except they call them case
studies) so writing was fun and to
be able to combine SciFi and
`Jewyness' -how cool is that? I'd

also been inspired by the shul joker,
a larger than life character called
Jack Rosenberg z'/, who did the
Purim spiels for many years at
SWERS and then I wrote quite a few
ray serf. Sf y2Irted Thoroughly Mo dern
A4loses back then, found it two thirds
complete a while back and decided
it wasn't that bad, so wrote some
more and tidied it up and published
recently (available at www. Iulu. com
-search for `Moses'.)
However I don't just write SciFi
- I have published the rz.frkcf#

Megillat Hashoah (see below). I
hope to publish some children's
books I have written if I can find
time to do the illustrations. I am also
two thirds through a translation and
commentarytoKcseffzdso/e7~,acore
text for Lso/rz.ffl by Shlomo
Ganzfried and other stuff if I get a
few spare years! I've also written a

booklet - Ccrre o/yoztr rorcrfe qttp:/
/www.Iulu.com/content/857406)that
every shul should have and follow.
Q..Becoming a scribe is a unique
achievement. How did this come
about?
A: Most of this is chronicled in my dia-

ries of a so/er on my website
www.sofer.co.uk - apparently an
early blog but they didn't call it that
back then. Some twenty years ago I
met a scribe (Rabbi Dr Eric Ray z 'D
who had come to teach at SwrESRS
and who wrote out my Hebrew
name, something I treasure to this
day. Inspired by this I started doing
some fairly ropey Hebrew calligraphy covers for the shul magazine
continued on next page
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Actually most Of the work
isrepalrandrestorationfiorSifre;iTorah;h.

and then did my own frezc4bcz¢ (and

a couple for friends and relatives.)
Some ten years ago mum and dad

went to the annual Movement
conference. They came down to
breakfast and there sitting all alone
was a little old man about seventyfive. Being friendly souls they went
to sit with him. Vivian Solomon z'/
was very enthusiastic and soon
revealed that he was the only
practicing Progressive Movement
scribe in the UK and that he had been
looking in vain for an apprentice for
ten years. It was difficult, he said,
because he needed someone who
was creative and artistic and ideally
:i calligrapher but who had a fimi
i-`oundation in Halacha. Such mixed

up right/left brained people did not
grow on trees. `1 know someone like
that', said Dad and Vivian's eyes lit
up. Phone numbers were exchanged.
On returning home, he didn't
request my presence but more or
less ordered me to come over. Using
a giant syringe full of enthusiasm,
he infected me and just like a Jedi I
began training as an apprentice
sofer.
One of the things I get very excited about is what I have termed
visual Midrash, the large, small,
broken and oddly shaped letters and
/czggz.72 (decorative flourishes on the

letters). Then my father got a call
from a French Rabbi, David Meyer,
who had been his study partner at
the College where they had trained
to be rabbis together. `Do you happen to know a scribe?' asked David.
Oddly enough Dad did! And so I was
hired for an extra-ordinary commission - to create a new scroll based
on the Megillat Hashoah (Holocaust
Scroll) booklet, a new piece of liturgy introduced by the American
Conservative movement. The first
new Zz.4ke/7z for some 1,500 years

drawing on all my scribal skills and
passion for visual Midrash to give
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extra depth to the text using all the
design, Halachic and marketing skills
that I have picked up over the years.
It's been authorized by the Schechter
Institute and Rabbinic Assembly and
can be found at www.Iulu.com by
searching for `tikkun'.
Q; Do you write new scrolls and repair
old ones? Is it specifically Torah
Scrolls?
A: Actually most of the work is repair
and restoration for Szgivez. rorczfe. But

1also`wi:teMegillatEsther,rae:z^]zof,
tefINlr\, gittin, ketubot and Megillat
ffcrsfeocz¢. I would love to get a commission for a new ro7-cr% but because
I'm not full time it would be quite a
while for me to complete. That said
I've overwritten huge slabs of many

have laid out the 750 pages, designed
special section graphic devices, and
done a couple of illustrations. It's
been a huge and challenging project
calling on my design, Hebrew and
liturgical knowledge. Most designers
wouldn't understand how to break
lines in psalms to make them read
properly or what a 772ezeg [Hebrew

punctuation mark] was. It's been
very challenging to get Hebrew,
Englisb, rubrics, commentary and
transliteration on a page withoiit it
becoming a dog's breakfast and still
emphasizing the Hebrew on the
page. I've also done posters,

bookmarks and leaflets for the
programme. Huge project but when
you get to version thirty-four of E7iev

S'zgivez. rorcJfo so sometimes it feels

Sfeczz7bc7f services you start to

like writing the whole thing! I have
suggested to the Movement for Reform Judaism that they need a full

wonder if you'11 ever be able to
daven again!

time salaried Jo/er who could do
repairs, write new things, do lots of
educational stuff around the country, direct sz.)/)/#7"z.772 (completion

ceremonies), train a student or two,
lecture the rabbis at LBC as part of
their training and write a rorcz¢.
Sounds like a great job - any nice
rich people want to fund it? Or perhaps the Reform Movement, Liberal
Judaism and Masorti could all chip
in?

Q; How long does it take to make a new
Torah scroll?
A:Full time a new rorczfe would
probably take me just under two
years to write - my writing is
77? '¢afc7crr (nice) so a bit slower than

some other scribes who can work
quicker but theirs may not be as
aesthetically pleasing.
Q=You've also been involved in
preparation of the new Reform
Siddur What role did you play?
A: On the siddur myjob is basically the
designer. I said no originally because
I was so busy, but got sweet-talked
into it by my very nice clients. So I

Q; Twas it a surprise when your father
entered the rabbinate after a
successful business career?
A: No I wasn't surprised. He's always
been a frustrated rabbi and he's a
good one and he's done all the other
jobs so that was all that was left!
Q; More sofer work/science fiction
writing to come?
A: Have a massive amount of scroll
repairs on the books. Would love to
write a, Megillat Esther agallri haven't done one for ages. Am
hoping the Zz.kke/7z will start more

congregations thinking about scrolls
for Megillat Hashoah. I. do Leave a;ri
intro and plot line sketched out for
another Jewish SciFi novel.
Q= Any role model/s?
A: Vivian Solomon -my so¢e/Z teacher
and his teacher Rabbi Dr Eric Ray.
My mum and dad obviously. Jack
Rosenberg, Isaac Asinov, Douglas
Adams and the Doctor - splendid

fellows all ten of them! I
BARB:y TIYMAIl is Vice President Of Radlett
& Bushey Roform Synagogue and former PR
Consultant to RSGB.
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WISHING MANNA
CONTINUED SUCCESS

PETER OLSBERG
REAL ESTATE CONSULTING

is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
foml the Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and
surveyors all practising their professions, all anxious to serve
their clients and to maintain the high standards which have
come to be associated with this well-preserved, dignifled Part
of Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEVIS GOLDEN & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL

peter@olsberg.co.uk

Telephone: 020 7580 7313 Fax: 020 7580 2179

Email: fca@lewis-golden.co.uk
NEIL BENSON OBE FCA ANDREW MOSS FCA DAVID EDWARDS ACA
GRAHAM KINCH STUART WEBBER ACA ATII KEITH MITCHELL ACCA

ALEX PARKER ACA AMCT

We are delighted to support

MANNA
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•

A cambridge university certificate of
Continuing Education in Islam, Judaism and
Muslim-Jewish Relations
Abrahamic Dialogue and Interfaith
Education E-learning Programmes

Spitalfields House, Helions Bumpstead Road,

For more information about these and other
courses taught by the Centre for the Study of
Jewish-Christian Relations and the Centre for the
Study of Muslim-Jewish Relations please see

Haverhill, Suffolk, C89 7AA

``.\++`...\+.oolfinstitute,cam.ac.uk

Tel: 01440 764500

www.percydalton S.Com

call 01223 741048 or email
enquiries@woolfinstitute.cam.ac.uk

CALDV\7ELEL & BRAHA^A
Chartered Accountants

5, Bream's Buildings
London,
EC4A 1 DY

Teleplione= 020 7404 0600
Fax: 020 7404 0900
Email: mail@Caldwellandbraham.co.uk
Web site= \^rw\^/.caldwellandbraham.co.uk
Audit, accountancy and taxation services
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DO WOMEN
DRIVE OUT THE MEN?
Dow Marmur

While in Toronto he met local
representatives of Reform Judaism. In
one of his responses to the litany of
complaints about discrimination against
non-Orthodox Judaism in the Jewish
state he said something to the effect that,
from his perspective, Reform Judaism
in Israel is doing very well. Most of the
invitations to Bar/Bat Mitzvah
celebrations he got were to take place
in Reform congregations.
That remark confirmed what we
knew, that Barak belongs to the elites

of Israel and that Refomi Judaism
serves many of them. Israelis of
Barak's ilk often turn to Reform rabbis
for lifecycle celebrations. The rabbis
are usually accommodating. The
celebrants' families may have spent
time in the United States, studying
there or on missions, and thus leamt
that Reform Judaism is quite
acceptable, especially in sophisticated
circles.

But the masses in Israel remain
largely unaffected. They will turn to
Orthodox institutions, not because they
are observant but because they believe
that Orthodox Judaism is authentic in
ways that its altematives are not. The
oft-quoted phrase ascribed to Professor
Shlomo Avineri, the political scientist,
sums it up: `The synagogue I don't go
to must be Orthodox.'
Much of the dichotomy between
individual preferences by the few and
the collective non-acceptance by the
many was evident in the two-day
conference, held last December in the
Van Leer Jerusalem Institute, a highly
regarded institution that promotes the
dissemination of ideas and encourages
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serious intellectual debate. For the first
time an academic gathering in Israel
was devoted to Reform Judaism, put
under the microscope by discerning
researchers. The conference included
more than two dozen scholarly
presentations from various disciplines
representing vastly different points of
view. It had the feel of an historic
event.

As an unintended but telling
illustration of the elitist nature of both
Refomi Judaism and the institution that
hosted the conference, Professor
Gabriel Motzkin, wbo heads the Van
Leer Institute, stated in his address of
welcome that he has for many years
been a member of the Har EI Refoml
congregation in Jerusalem. The Chair
of the first session, Professor Hanna
Herzog of Tel Aviv University,
followed suit by declaring that she, too,
and her family belonged to the Ramat
Hasharon Reform congregation.
But despite these and other notable
individuals, Reform Judaism has yet to
take root in Israel as a popular
movement. Notwithstanding the steady
growili of Reform congregations and
institutions, such as the Leo Baeck
School in Haifa, Beit Daniel in Tel
Aviv, the Israel rabbinic programme of
the Hebrew Union College and the
Israel Religious Action Centre,
compared to the United States, the
growth of Reform Judaism in Israel
has been modest. Added resources
would help, but the issue is more
complicated than lack of money.
In many countries where religions
such as Islam and Roman Catholicism
dominate, as well as in Israel where
Orthodox Judaism is powerful,
religious
affiliation
is
largely
determined by group commitment.

Often individual beliefs reflect the
collective rather than shape it.
Therefore in the context of traditional
Halacha, communal adherence usually
comes before personal preference. On
the individual level, deviation is
possible as long as conformity to
Jewish law is maintained in public. In
many instances the Jewish state
enforces such conformity, which is one
cause of discrimination against Reform
Judaism. Individuals will find ways of
escaping the law but there is little or no
opportunity to try to change it in the

manner of Reform or any other
modemist movement in Judaism.
By contrast, in countries dominated
by Protestantism, especially the United
States, religion is primarily personal
and the state neither seeks to interfere
in the religious practices of its citizens
nor to impose collective adherence to a
state religion. This enables individuals
and groups to form their own religious
communities. That is probably why
religion in America plays a much
greater part in the lives of people than
in other western countries, including
Israel. Americans belong to countless
denominations and sects and are
among the staunchest true believers in
the world. But so far little of it, has
been reflected in the public realm.
Reform Judaism, though it started in
Europe, has come to flourish in the
United States, precisely because
society there is conducive to individual
choice. In Israel, where Halacha is still
at least notionally normative, Reform
finds it difficult to appeal to the Jewish
masses. That is why Reform Judaism
is dominant in American Jewry and
relatively marginal in Israel. Things are
not likely to change as long as
Orthodox Judaism retains its Halachic
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stranglehold on the Jewish state.
Though the conference did not
confront this issue head on, it was
implied in many of the presentations.
Thus the paper on the thought of
Eugene Borowitz, the foremost

theoretician of American Reform, had
to deal with the inherent contradiction
between his stress on individual
autonomy and his affirmation of
traditional Judaism as manifest in the
covenant between God and the entire
people of Israel.
The discussion of Halachah in
Reform Judaism - as reflected, in the
writings of Rabbi Moshe Zemer, one
of the Reform pioneers in Israel - had
collective adherence more than
individual practice in mind. Perhaps
that is why Halachah, despite the
efforts of zemer and others, plays only
a very small part, especially in Reform
Judaism in North America. As a
distinguished non-Orthodox rabbi said
to me in private during a break in
proceedings, `Don't these people know
that we now live in a post-Halachic
age?,
Similar tensions between individual
choice and collective commitment
were implied in the discussions about
education in Reform Judaism. To
instill personal faith and at the same
time to promote a sense of being part
of the Jewish people requires different
approaches. Though Refomi Judaism
seeks to stress both, judging by the
results, its success in keeping the
balance is not always immediately
obvious.
The same tension between the
individual and the collective is
reflected in the dichotomy between
creative, personal prayer on the one
hand and the traditional order of
service on the other. Zachary
Breiterman of Syracuse University
used the new American Reform prayer
book, Mishkan T'fillah, to iLhastrate
how postmodem ideas about individual
preference against collective demands
have come to shape even the layout of
the book,
though the prayers
themselves are often quite traditional.
Despite the observation that we now
live in a post-Halachic age, the
emphasis in contemporary Reform
Judaism may be shifting from the
personal to the collective, from
`Protestant'
to
`Jewish'.
Many

presenters pointed to the greater
affirmation of tradition in the Reform
movement as well as greater stress on
the place of the people and the State of
Israel in the lives of individuals and
congregations.
Of particular significance was the
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paper by Sylvia Barack Fishman of
Brandeis University. She ascribed this
trend to the increased role that women
are playing in the movement. But the
involvement of women, she argued,
comes at a price: withdrawal of men

The seemingly

paradorical nontraditional
partictpedon Of
women on behalf Of
tradi,tion - with their

particular stress on
piety, personal and
collective - has come
to clash with the
traditional maledoryin,ated structure
Of congregational life.
from congregational life. Once again,
the seemingly paradoxical nontraditional participation of women on
behalf of tradition - with their

particular stress on piety, personal and
collective - has come to clash with the
traditional male-dominated structure of
congregational life.
Conservative `Masorti' Judaism is
following the same path. The
distinguished exponent of American
Conservative
Judaism,
Jack
Wertheimer of the Jewish Theological
Seminary in New York, expressed
great disappointment that his own
movement is so caught up in the kind
of autonomous Judaism, still so

characteristic of much of Refom, that
it has failed to provide a relevant
collectivist Halachic challenge to it. In
his view, instead of offering a robust
alternative,
the
Conservative
movement in the United States often
presents a pale imitation of Refomi
and thus risks rendering itself
irrelevant.
The conference was described as
international, yet speakers came only
from Israel and the United States.
Refomi Judaism in other countries was
ignored. This has partly to do with the
strong orientation toward America of

so much in Israeli public life. More
significant may be the insularity and

provincialism of American Judaism.
Because Reform communities in
Europe, Australia, South Africa and
Latin America, whether they label
themselves as Progressive, Liberal or
Reform are few and relatively small
compared to the some two million Jews
in the United States who describe
themselves as Reform These feel
entitled to ignore for all practical
purposes these communities that often
also lean more toward the collective
than the individual. Virtually all the
Refomi rabbis in the former Soviet
Union were trained at the Leo Baeck
College in London. Though this fast
growing movement is still too young
to have a profile of its own, it is more
likely to be European than American.
When all this is being pointed out to
leaders of American Reform, they tend
to accuse us of kvetching instead of
doing. Indeed, pour cousins tend to
kvetch while rich uncles are irritated.
In the case of the Jerusalem
conference the omission of nonAmericans
was
particularly
unfortunate, because it obscured an
important aspect of Reform Judaism in
Israel. Though it depends to a very
large extent on American funds and
American influence, its version of
Refomi Judaism resembles much more
that of the poor cousins than the rich
uncles. For as much as Israelis may
look to America, they cannot lead a
religious life in the Jewish state
without a strong emphasis on the faith
of the people, not just of individuals.
That is why the liturgy of Reform in
Israel as well as its stress on Halachah,
particularly in matters of Jewish status,
is familiar to Reform Jews outside of
the United States but alien to their
American counterparts.
Being more aware of the small
Refomi communities around the world
may also be of help to the Israelis in
living as a minority instead of
comparing themselves to the powerful
congregations and institutions in the
United States.

The Van Leer conference was a
milestone that should fill us with pride
and hope. Now perhaps another similar
institution will bring together scholars
from different countries, not excluding
the United States and Israel - in the
necessary effort to understand the
nature of Reform Judaism in Israel
without viewing it only through the

prism of its rich uncle I
DON MARhAIIR is Rabbi Emeritus Of Holy
Blossom Temple in Toronto. He divides his time

between Israel and Canada.
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Peter hipton, Cambridge philosopher,
collapsedanddiedOfterplayingsquash
at the age of fifty-three. I cannot
remember a funeral attended by so
manypeoplefromdifferentwalksOflife
united in such an open display Of shock
and grief - senior academies from
across thef aouhies andf idiths, stndehis ,
members Of the Jewish community,
f ianuly and f riends in their Jundreds.
Peter hipton was born in New York,
the son Of German Jewish refugees . He
spent his early academic life in
Massachusetts and joined the
Department Of History and Philosophy
Of Science at Cambridge Uriversity in
1991.HebecanethefitrstholderOfthe
establ:ished Chair in the mstory and
Philosopky Of Scie]'ice at the Uriversity.

He consoitdated and ougmehied the
Department's reputafron as the leading
centre f;or the history and philosciphy Of
science in Britcin and possibly the
world.
He .had an outstandingly brilliant
mind jmd his bock "Irference to the
Best Explanation" has become a
standard text. But he was also an
outstanding hianan being whose wit

ivl%NIrwlA
ESSART

THE DAY DR JOHNSON
KICKED THE ROCK

and warmth were legenday and made
him the lynch pin Of the Cambridge
Reforl'n Community. He once desar{bed

hinself as "a religious athdst" and
his extraordinary capacity for
empatky, compassion and love made
marty Of those who lane:w him, rnyseof

inchaded, feel insinctiwely that his very
being belted the cold, rational hihilj,sin
Of many secular f iundcanenidlists.
In the suryaner of 2007, he was
invited to address the rabbis Of the
Brdish Reform Movemehi on RIchard
Dowlcins. His address inspired marty

Of those present to preach on Dowkins
over the High Holydays and Rabbi Dr

Jonathan Romain, Chair of the
Assen'l,bly Of Rabbis, has edited those
sermons into a book.
The loss Of Peter is a staggering
blow to many but most Of all to his wife

Diana, a fiormer lecturer in Bible at the
Leo Baeck College and Lecturer in
Hebrew Bible and Jewish Studies,
King's College, London, his two sons

Jacob and Jonah and his mother Lini.
We published a superb essay by
Pcter ltpton in MANNA 98. We now
publish his contribution to God, Doubt
and Dawlins : Ref arm Rabbis Respond
to the God Delusion, a sermon he
preached in Beth Shalom Reform
Synagogue, Cawhridge on Yom Ki:ppur.
E('
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Peter Lipton
be here today? Frankly, some of us
IS IT
IDEA FOR
US TO
areAa GOOD
little concerned.
For example,
Iworrytowhatextent1willreallymake
the most of my opportunities for serious
self-examination, and to what extent I
will just sit and stand here like a lulnp,
hanging in there, feeling mildly sorry
for myself, waiting for the long day to
end.

But some people say I am seriously

underestimating the risks of Yon
Kippur, the dangers of what are we
doing here today. What do we think we
are doing? We are engaging in a
brazenly religious act. Indeed we are
participating in the most solemn,
significant and important religious
event of our year. And according to
these people, religion is highly
dangerous. If these people had their
way, the book you are holding would
carry a warning: praying may be
hazardous to your health. Actually,
these people would push for stronger

wording, since they think that religion
is hazardous, and not just to those who
practise it. According to them, merely
being in the environment of people
with religious commitments is
dangerous. Perhaps the waming label
would have to speak of the hams of
`passive praying'.

Who are these people? For the sake
of the dignity of the occasion, I am not
going to name names, but I will refer to
these people as the `secular
fundamentalists'. I like this label in
part because it marks how extreme
these people's views are, and in part
because it marks the remarkable extent
to which they share the religious
fundamentalists' conception of what
religion is.

My plan is to give you some of the
secular fundamentalists' major
objections to religion and to suggest
some responses. I want then to cormect
this general dispute over the value of
religion with our specific situation here

today, on Yon Kippur. The secular
fundamentalists have three main
objections to religion: it's false, it's
unnecessary, and it's bad. I will
comment briefly on these in order. In
each case, there is a sense in which I
agree, and many senses in which I
disagree.

The first objection is that religion is
false. The objection is simple. There is
no strong, objective evidence for the
existence of a supernatural person. One

should not believe anything without
strong objective evidence. So one
should not be religious. Now I happen
to agree about the absence of .evidence,
butthereisagreatdealinthisargument
with which I disagree. The assumption
that it is wrong to believe anything
except on the basis of objective
evidence is controversial. It ignores the
possibility of defensible belief based
on faith or on personal experience.
In his famous essay entitled `The
Will to Believe', the pragmatist
philosopher William James made a
good point about the cost of having
very high evidential standards. In
forming our beliefs, we have two goals:
we want to avoid error and we want to
believe significant truths. These two
goals pull in opposite directions, since
we could avoid error by believing
almost nothing, and we could believe
more truths just by believing a great
deal. So we need to find a balance in
our strategies of inquiry. And the risk

of setting very high standards of
objective evidence is that we may go
too far in one direction. We avoid
falsehood, but we may miss out on
important truth.
But my main reaction to the first
objection to religion is different. Here
the secular fundamentalist comes up
against a problem that will arise
repeatedly for him, the problem of
making his argument cover the ground.
For he does not want to make
distinctions: all religion must go. Yet
his conception of religion is
remarkably thin: it is virtually equated
with this belief in a supernatural
person. The trouble is that this does not
come near to covering the religious
ground, not near to. covering the
varieties of religious practice and

conintment.
Some of us give a less literal
interpretation to talk of God than the
fundamentalists do. Some of us, like
Maimonides, thick that God defies any
positive characterisation. Some of us
do not.see belief as the core of our
religious life. For some of us it is as the
Jewish saying goes: `It doesn't matter
whether you believe in God, as long as
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you do what He says'. And some of us
think it is a kind of category mistake to
claim that religious utterances are
false, just as it would be a mistake to
say that a great painting or a wonderful
symphony is false.
The main secular fundamentalist
response to all of this is simple and
simplistic: if any of these descriptions
apply to you, then you are not really
practicing a religion. That avoids the
problem, but makes the secularists first
objection to religion completely
irrelevant to most of us. The
fundamentalist is simply not
addressing religion as we know it and
live it.
The second objection is that religion
is unnecessary. It goes like this. We
religious people disagree with some of

the ethical precepts of our own
religion, so our ethical judgements
must have another source. Therefore
we don't need religion for us to be
moral. There is a lot here that I accept
in this interesting argument. I accept
that there is for many of us conflict
between some of the moral judgements
that Torah seems to make and our own
moral stance. I also accept that this
shows that there must be sources of our
ethical intuitions in addition to the
Torah. I also accept that we camot
read off what is right and wrong from
the Torah as one might read off the
rules of squash from the rule-book of
the International Squash Racquets
Association. And in a straightforward
sense I accept that religion is
unnecessary for ethics, because I
believe an entirely secular person may
be an ethical paragon. Some secular
people are angels, some religious
people are devils.

What

is

wrong

with

the

fundamentalist's second objection to
religion is the implied move from the
claim that our ethical intuitions
sometimes conflict with what the
Torah seems to say to the conclusion
that the Torah is of no ethical use. This
is an astounding leap. It sounds too
much like someone who argues that
Newton' s physics is worthless because
it conflicts with some observations as
indeed it does.
Here again, the problem is that
fundamentalists see things much too
naITowly, and here not just in religion
but also in ethics. Our ethical
judgements are consequences of a
complex interaction between gut
reactions, education and critical
reflection. The fact that our gut
reactions and indeed even our
reflective judgement sometimes go
against a religious text hardly shows

that religion has no constructive role to
play in moral deliberation. The ethics
of our tradition is a powerful tool for
constructive thoucht, even when - and
perhaps especially when we end up
disagreeing with some of it..
The third objection is that religion is
harmful. This objection is also simple:
it can be expressed as follows. People
kill in the name of religion. Nobody
kills in the name of atheism. Therefore
religion is dangerous. Here again, there
is a bit with which I must agree: people
do kill in the name of religion. That
people never kill in the name of
atheism is considerably more
debatable, but let that pass. The fact is
that, with the possible exception of
writing aggressive books against
religion, there is not much, bad or
good, that one does in the name of
atheism.
But the way this contrast between
religion and atheism is set up, is
revealing. It treats atheism as if it were
another religion, just an especially
benign one. And in some respects I
think that the secular fundamentalists
do treat atheism as a religion. In
addition,
the
obj ection
anthropomophises religion, treating it
as if it were a kind of malevolent agent
that takes us over. It presents an
infection model of religion. I see things
the other way round. We are the agents,
and it is up to us what we make of our
religious tradition. Religion is not the
}/ez}er fecr7icz, the evil inclination. That

is again to personify religivn. Rather,
the };ezfer 7zcz7ia is pat of each of us,

whether we are religious or not, and it
is up to us to manage it.
There are also many other, more
specific problems with the third
argument against religion. Even if
nobody kills in the nalne of atheism,
some atheists do kill. Similarly some
scientists bave killed. Indeed some
scientists have killed in the name of
science, which is awful but hardly
shows that we should eliminate
science. What it does show is that
religion, unlike atheism, is powerful.
But nobody thinks that everything
powerful and whose power can be
horribly abused ought to be eliminated.
That would be an inpossible policy to
follow.

But most obvious problem with the
objection from killing is that very few
of us are religious fanatics. Once again,
the secular fundamentalists have the
problem of stretching their argument
to cover most of religion. So what do
they say? They appeal to a slippery
slope: moderate religion may not be
harmful in itself, but it leads to
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fanatical religion that leads to killing.
This is not persuasive, because insofar
as there is a slope here it seems to tilt
almost entirely in the other direction.
Ask any Reform Rabbi what worries
her. Members of moderate religious
groups, such as Reform Jews, are much
more likely to slip into secularism than
into fanaticism.

Let me turn now to the case of Yon
Kippur. The secular fundamentalists
clain that religion is false, useless, and
harmful. I have indicated some of the
reasons their arguments fail. My
objections have been objections of
principle; but today we also have a
refutation by example, the example of
Yom Kippur. We can refute it thus.

Yon Kippur illustrates that the
thinness
of
the
s ecular
fundamentalist's conception of
religion. It illustrates how inuch more
there is to religion, how plTcP mor? /
there is 3:ri tefillah, tzedckah, tmd

have today been given an unparalleled
opportunity to confront what we have
done wrong, and to improve ourselves.
I am not wildly optimistic - we are a
stiff-necked people - but our tradition
gives us support in a very challenging
and very important task.
The secular fundamentalists think
religion is metaphysics. They think the
metaphysics of religion is mistaken, so
we should drop it. But that is the wrong
picture. I love metaphysics -it's what
I do for a living. But religion is much

<3t.tigivunen.rfuxp,.A

more than metaphysics. It is also a set
of practices and commitments, a source

of identity, and a fomi of life. When Dr
Johnson was presented with the
metaphysicsofidealism-theviewthat
everything that exists is mental and
that there is no physical matter - he
reacted by saying `1 refute it thus',
while kicking a big rock. Dr Johnson
was a better aphorist than he was a
philosopher. Actions will neither
support nor refute a metaphysical
thesis. But Judaism is not just
metaphysics. It is a powerful practice,
and the good or the bad consequences
depend on what we do with it, on our
actions. We must make distinctions,
something the secular fundamentalists
pointedly refuse to do I

fes'fe#i/cz% prayer, good deeds and

repentance. It shows the human,
natural, here-and-now value of what
we do as we identify with our people
and our tradition and as we help each
other through a difficult and
demanding day.
It shows how we can be helped to
come to terms with our own situation
in life. As Louis Jacobs put it,
}esfe"1/¢fe/repentance meets `the need

to find peace in one's soul; to shed the
guilt load by constructive means,
namely by making good the harm that
had been done; the renewal of one's
personal life; reconciliation with God
and with other hunian beings . . . '
Yon Kippur also provides a direct
response to the accusation that religion
is harmful. Religion is powerful, and
that power is sometimes terribly
abused. But religion also may be a
forceforthegood.AndonYomKippur
in particular, we see religion not as a
cause of harm but as a way of facing up
to harm and a way of reducing it. That

is what Yon Kippur is all about. We we,notreligion-haveallcausedharm,
and we need to face up to it. And we
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PROBLEMS WITH GOD
Jonathan Romain
GOD, DOuBT ANI> DAm7KINs:

REFORM RABBIS RESPOND TO
THE GOD DELUSION
edited by Jonathan Romain,
The Movement for Reform Judaism,
London, 2008, pp 92, pb, £9.99

Introduction
Rabbi Dr Jonathan Romain

T

HERE ARE MANY RELIGIOUS

people in Britain at the moment
who feel they have been stabbed
in the back, then turned around and
punchedintheface.Frombehind?They
pursue a lifestyle that is largely caring
and considerate, yet they have become
associated with religious extremists
whose murderous fanaticism has tainted
allpeopleoffaith.Fromthefront?They
hold beliefs that they do not impose on
others, yet they have found themselves
the victim of a series of literary attacks
by those espousing a militant atheism.
There is a sense of hurt, but also of
bewilderment - what have we done to
deserve this?
Those who have a moderate liberal

faith are not the cause of the atheist
attacks. These have been prompted by
two factors. First, general surprise that
the geriteel decline of faith that had
seemed likely in the 1960s has not
continued. Not only has religion
rallied, but it has often been led by
those whose commitment to their own
faith has meant intolerance to those of
others. Secondly, the September 11
atrocity in the United States in 2001,

and that of July 7 in London in 2005,
served to impel some secular thinkers
to mount an intellectual fightback
against such trends. It should be noted
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that whilst they were appalled by
Muslim suicide bombers, they were
equally concerned at attempts by some
Christians
to
censor
public
entertainment, like Jerry Springer the
Opera or terrorise abortion clinics.
Acousations could be levelled at other
religious groups, too. These came to a

head in 2006 when Richard Dawkins
published `The God Delusion', with
Christopher Hitchens writing `God Is
Not Great' the following year. The
reason these books gained so much
attention was that they articulated the
growing disquiet of ordinary people.
The irony is that many moderate
believers actually sympathise with the
questions raised by Dawkins and
Hitchens. If God is good, how come
the world can be so rotten? If religion
preaches kindness, why is it
responsible for so much violence? It is
precisely those who take their faith
seriously who question themselves
most as to the state of the world and the
plight of individuals within it.
Moreover, such issues resonate
particularly during the High Holy
Days, a time of introspection when we
re-evaluate who we are and how we
are using the gift of life. It is for this
reason that several Reform rabbis
decided to address the themes raised
by Dawkins in their 2007 New Year or
Day of Atonemerit sermons. In

anticipation of this, I invited Peter
Lipton - both a Professor of the
Philosophy of Science and a lay
preacher - to address the Assembly of
Rabbis at our monthly meeting at the
beginning of September. He gave a
superb paper, matching academic
integrity with religious perspective.
His unexpected death a few weeks later
shocked us, and this book is dedicated
to his memory. His own sermon on the
topic is included.
The sermons cover some common
ground and readers will have to forgive
a certain amount of repetition. But they
do take differen.t approaches, while
their style varies markedly. Please note
that the sermons were originally
designed to be delivered, not read, and
would have been Grafted differently
had they been intended for the printed
page. In order to capture their true
flavour, readers should imagine
themselves in synagogue surrounded
by hundreds of others, listening to the
rabbis thunder out their message, or
depending on their personality, calmly
formulate their thoughts in measured
tones. It might be thought that those
whose sermons appear at the end of the
book suffer because earlier ones had
used up all possible arguments. In fact

they

offer

refreshingly

new

perspectives and it is worth reading
richt to the end.
If one message emerges from the
sermons as a whole, it is a genuine
willingness to accept criticism of
religion combined with enormous
confidence in its many good features.
Dawkius may have exposed some of
the weaknesses of faith, but he has also
been blind to its many qualities,
especially the way it gives meaning to
individuals and hope for society at
large. The various ripostes to him and
others also highlight a serious problem
in their attacks: they may be on-target
with some points, off-target with

others, but they never offer any
positive alternative. The faults in
religion can be rectified, but its
strengths are hard to replace. For those
who believe in Progressive Revelation
- that the will of God is constantly
unfolding and every generation needs
to discover it for its own time - the
path ahead is clear : to put aside that
which is no longer appropriate morally
or ritually, and instead to marry the
best of tradition with the insights of
modemity. Many ofus call that Reform

Judaism I
CopiesofthebookarallabletoMANNA
readers at £5 (add fl p&p) from Sylvia
Morris, The Sternberg Centre, 80 East
End Road, London. N3 2SY.
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InNIAENNA 98, we published a `lay' sermon given by Gloria
Alramoff at Alyth Gardens. We promised a second such

sermon -from Professor Sir Michael Marmot who has been
one Of this country's leading figures in research into health
inequdities over the last twenty years.

WHEN MURDER STALKS . . .
Michael Marmot

AFsf#Nedr:g:#g:£#
The proper way to eat a fig, in

society,
Is to split it in f;our, holding it by
the stump,
And open it, so that it is a
glittering, rosy, moist, honied,
heavy-p etalled f ;our-petalled

.„
Because it is a poem by D H
Lawrence and this is synagogue I will
not 80 On.

But D H Lawrence helps to picture
the scene: a sparkling day in late
summer, your lovely wife has just
collected the first figs from the tree in
your own garden. Delicate subtle fruit,
with its rosy, moist, honied flesh. What
do you do? Indulge in the sensuous joy
of this first fruit of your garden? It is
one of life's special pleasures. Live
life to the fullest. You live only once.

This week's parashah, Ki Tavo,
20

provides an answer. It deals with
Z7z.frk#7-I.77€,

the first fruits.

It also

provides guidance on what you should
do with your produce subsequently the tithe.
Bz.4kz/;~z.in and the tithe are linked.

They are, I contend, both aspects of a
society that is respectful, ethical and
promotes equity. My case will be
helped by a short trip to Brazil and
Mexico, and a quick tour of
globalization.
Let us go back to that quivering
delectable fig, the first product of your
garden that is waiting for me to get on
with my sermon. Do you simply wolf
it down? Kz. rtm/o says: Give it to God.
Does that have relevance today? It does
indeed, particularly if we do not take
that prescription too literally.
This is not to deny simple pleasures
such as delicious fresh fruit but I would
say that the bz.4ihe¢rz.772 message is first

to pause and reflect: Whose garden is
it? Whose fig tree? By what privilege

do we have this pleasure? By all means
enjoy the pleasure but be mindful of
how privileged we are to have access
to these pleasures. The land is not `my'
land. I may have `improved' it by
planting a fig tree, but I have only
temporary tenure of this land. It is not
my land or my tree. I merely have the
privilege of access to it.
Is it not then reasonable to ask: But
what if I have access to pleasures, or
indeed necessities, that others do not?
Why do I have the right to fresh fiuits
that are not available to others?
That comes neatly to the tithe. In the
third year of cultivation, Kz. rczvo tells
us, one tenth part of your produce goes
to the Levite, the fatherless, the widow,
and the stranger. I take two related
messages from this: the importance of
equity and of social solidarity. The
cbildren of Israel were instructed to
use their produce to support the Levites
because there is such a thing as society. Woman does not live by bread
alone. The priestly class were sup-

ported for the same reason that today
we use our taxes to support teachers,
symphony orchestras, community
theatres, struggling artists, community
amenities - quite apart from a religious
community supporting its religious, cultural and educational activities. Society
requires an ethical, cultural dimension
that may be a cost - unproductive in a
nalTow economic sense - but a cost we
should be happy to support.

Support for the fatherless, the
widow, and the stranger flow from the
demands of fairness and the idea that
we have a responsibility to members of
our community. This is a key Jewish
ethical concept.

But where does our community start
and stop? Once the fresh figs have been
consumed, the dried figs I eat may
come from Turkey, pistachios from
Iran, mangoes from India, bananas
from, well, banana republics in Central
America. There is a fair chance that the
fabric from which my shirt is made
comes from Bangladesh. It was made
into a shirt in Thailand. When I call my
bank, the phone is answered by
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Tire hear rrmch Of the problems Of violence in the Brazilian ci,ties Of RI,o
and Sao Paolo. But the murder rate is several times higher in the shanty
towns ~ the TZIveHLas -than in the better-off areas. It is ffIveHL2idos Jelling

each other. There have been other studies showing that under the
shadow Of large inequalities, the murder rate goes up.
someone in a call centre in Bangalore.
I benefit from people in these other
countries, from globalization. Do they

benefit from me?
Here is one optimistic view of
globalization from Thomas Friedman:
`Holy mackerel, the world is
becoming flat. Several technological
and political forces have converged,

and that has produced a global, Webenabled playing field that allows for
multiple forms of collaboration
without regard to geography or
distance -or soon, even language.'
It is a wonderful rosy picture. We all
benefit from this global interconnectedress.
Here is a more nuanced, and I would
judge a more accurate, view from
economist, Nancy Birdsall:
`But the world is not flat. Those of

us on the top, with the right education
and in the right countries, can easily
overlook the countries and the people
stuck in deep craters across the global
landscape.'

But surely trade is the way to reduce
global inequalities? Look at the
remarkable growth of India and China
on the back of liberalizing their
economies and trading their way out of
poverty. As a former senior official at
the International Monetary Fund put it:
`No country has developed
successfully by turning its back on
international trade and long term
capital flows.'
The amazing growth of China and
India would appear to be testimony to
that view. But it is as well to remember
that India, still, has more poor people
than any other country. The benefits of
globalization are most unevenly spread
among countries and, importantly
within countries. People without
education living on two dollars a day
will have little to gain from the rapid
advance of globalization. Even those
who do gain, have uneven gains.
Moving production in the textile and
garment industries to low-income
countries provides employment and the
possibility of economic advance to
people in those countries. Too often
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such employment may be in conditions
that we would not tolerate in this
country and at levels of income that do
not support living in urban areas. Our
`cheap' clothes do not reflect the real
costs incurred in producing them.
The issue with the uneven benefits
of globalization is, of course,
inequality. The question is not whether
we can have a society with no
inequality,butratheratwhatpointdoes
the degree of inequality drag too many

people down. Or, at least, prevent them
from benefiting from development.
This summer, at the invitation of its
goverrment, I went to Mexico. There
you see inequality in stark relief. There
are streets in Mexico City with shops,
and cafes patronized by people who
look like they came off St Johns Wood
High Street. Yet, 20 per cent of the
population live on two dollars a day or
less - the World Bank poverty line.
One way of comparing the degree of
inequality across countries is to express
the share of total national income
enjoyed by the top 20 per cent of
earners and compare it with the share
that the bottom 20 per cent have. Using
this measure, the most egalitarian
country is Japan where the top 20 per
cent have 3.4 times the income of the
bottom 20 per cent. In Sweden, the
ratio is 4, in the UK 7.2, in the US it is
8.4.

These are big differences in degree
of inequality but pale by comparison
with Latin America. In Mexico the top
20 per cent of earners have 13 times
the income of the bottom 20 per cent;
in Argentina,18 times; Chile,19; and
in Brazil the ratio is 24.

This degree of inequality is not just
an unfortunate side effect of patchy
economic development but it causes
real damage. We hear much of the
problems of violence in the Brazilian
cities of Rio and Sao Paolo. But the
murder rate is several times higher in
the shanty towns -the /c7ve//czs -than
in the better-off areas. It is /c}ve//oc7as
killing each other. There have been
other studies showing that under the
shadow of large inequalities, the

murder rate goes up.
Mexico's inequality has less
obvious,
but
still
pernicious,
consequences. In Mexico, there is a

persisting problem of stunting of
children, failure to grow adequately.
The greater the degree of deprivation
that people experience the greater the
stunting. A major cause of stunting is,
simply, inadequate nutrition. That, in
its turn, means not only slow grov`th of
the child, but slower intellectual
development, and worse performance
in school, as well as reduced resistance
to disease. Stunting is serious.
At the same tine Mexico has an
astonishing problem of overweight and
obesity that now embraces nearly two
thirds of the adult population. A
diabetes epidemic is following in the
wake of this growth in obesity, and
cardiovascular disease is a major cause
of death.
As an illustration that Mexico's
inequality problem is linked to the
global climate was our experience in
small town, Teohuacan, en route
between Mexico City and Oaxaca to
the south. Teohuacan had the obvious
appearance of a poor town that had
done well economically. We were told
that they had been producing many
thousands of pairs of jeans a week for
well-known American companies relative prosperity. Suddenly, the
bottom was about to fall out of this
town. Production of jeans was being
sbifted to China with real economic
hardship following in its wake for this
Mexican tour.
What of social responsibility within
Mexico? There is a programme designed by a Mexican economist,
Santiago Levy, called initially
Progresa, a;nd TIoiw Oportilhidades. It
is an updated version of the tithe.
B efore des cribing Qz7o7fifj7z.c7ac7es let

me pause for a moment to remind us of
Maimonides's eisht levels of charity.
The lowest is to give unwillingly. The
highest is to help the needy person to
get into a position where he no longer
needs to fall on the mercy of the
ccintirmed on next page
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In Merico, there is
a persisting

community. Giving a handout to the
needy - the fatherless, the widow, and
the stranger - may help the short term
problem of need. But what of the longer
term? How move people to the point
where they no longer need charity?
I have no idea whether Santiago
Levy knows his Maimonides but
Opor/z/7?z.c7czdes is designed to move

people out of the category of needing
continued help. It recognizes the interrelated nature of poverty, health,
nutrition, and education. Essentially
people ±n poverty - Oportunidades
now covers nearly a quarter of
Mexico's 105 million people -receive
money every two months. The receipt
of the money is contingent on schoolage children not missing school, and
attendance at health and nutrition
clinics. Children receive nutritional
supplements, and children and adults
attend health education clinics.
Because in so many poor countries

girls receive less education than boys,
there is a higher monetary supplement
for girls remaining in school.
My family and I visited two
Oportw7?I.c7czc7es sites. I asked my fifteen

year old daughter what were the
characteristics of the people queuing
to receive their payments. She said:

they are women, they are short, and
they look Indian, i.e. indigenous.
Correct on all three.

The recipients are women because
the money is used more responsibly if
it is given to women rather than men.
They are short for the reasons set out
above to do with stunting - lack of
adequate nutrition in childhood.
Indigenous appearance because, for a
whole set of historical socio-cultural
reasons, poverty and indigenous status
are linked in Mexico.
There is good evidence that
Oporfro;ez.c7czc7es works. It means that we

do not have to throw up our hands at
poverty and say there is nothing that
can be done.
By now, my fresh fig will have gone
off a bit. Why should a member of a
synagogue in North West London be
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problem Of
stunting Of
children , f ;dilure
to grow
adequately.
The greater the
degree Of

deprivation that
people experience

the greater the
stunting. A major
corse Of stunting
is, sinply,
inadequate
nutrition. That,

in its tan, means
not only slow

growth Of the
child, but slower
intellectual
development,
and worse

performance in
school, as well as
reduced resistcunce
to disease.
Stunting i,s
serious.

concerned about all this?
I have tried to make the case that our
responsibility must spread further than
the members of our local Jewish
community. We are connected much
more broadly: in the clothes we wear,
the food we eat, the places we go on
holiday, the phone calls that go to call
centres. Even accepting all that you
still want to know what you can do
about it. My primary aim is for us to be
conscious, to influence the climate of
opinion, which in turn might influence
our politicians, business, civil society
organizations and others to do things
differently. Let me give two examples.
First, in 1995, net financial flows
from the rich to the poor countries was
about 70 billion dollars a year. This
has changed year on year, against the
interest of the poor countries. By 2005
net financial flows were now about 500
billion dollars a year in the other
direction -out of the economies of the
poor countries to the rich.
Second, the subsidy to European
agriculture in one week is equal to the
subsidy to African agriculture in one
year.
Ivhether at the macroeconomic level
as just described, or at the level of
individual decision making about our
goods and services, we do affect the
lives of people globally. We are
involved, like it or not.
Kz. rczvo provides two useful
reminders. The first fruits remind us to

be aware of the privilege we have of
living in a bountiful, well-ordered
society. The tithe reminds us to be
aware of our responsibilities that
should include the wider world which
contributes so much to our lives I
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of Brussels, makes an original
contribution. The title translates as
`Pczz.#;fry/ yerseJ '. Three men of faith,

representing Judaism, Christianity and
Islam, confront the ugliest passages of
their respective scriptures. The book
does not explicitly present itself as
post-9/11 literature, but the subtext is
unmistakable.
David Meyer, a Paris-born rabbi,
conceived the project. Full disclosure:
Rabbi Meyer is my brother-in-law. His
name is familiar to many British Jews.
A graduate of Leo Baeck College, he
served as rabbi of the Brighton and
Hove Reform Synagogue, where he
gained attention for his interest in the
Megillat Hashoah, a, six-chapter soro[1
that retells, in classical Hebrew, the
story of the Holocaust. The scroll
originated as a project of the US-based
movement of Conservative Judaism
and is designed to be recited on yo777
ffczsfeoczfe. Meyer introduced this

liturgical innovation to the United
Kingdom.
Since leaving Brighton, Meyer, now
forty, has been teaching and writing in
Brussels. The son of a Holocaust
survivor, he continues to develop his

THE GAp BErvEEN
THE IMAM
AND HIS FLOCK
Leonard Stern
LES VERSETS DOULOUREUX :
BIBLE, EVANGILE ET CORAN
ENTRE CONFLIT ET DIALOGUE
by David Meyer (editor),
Yves Simoens and Soheib Bencheikh,
Editions Lessius, 2008

attack on the United States was

THE a 11
transformative
SEPTEMBER
political2001
event,
but it was also a significant moment in
the history of religion. The hijackers
believed they were agents of God
performing a holy act. The political
ramifications of tbat day would include
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The
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theological repercussions are still
unfolding.
More than 3,000 innocent people
were murdered in God's name. In
response, some thinkers advocate a
`new atheism'. They presume that

religious belief is obsolete and
unhealthy in the modern world.
Meanwhile, those of us who reject
atheism argue that people who kill in
the name of religion are not really
religious, as though the problem were
simply one of definition. Neither

approach is satisfactory.
In this context that fes yerLse/s
Doc//oa/rea/x, a new book published out

professional and scholarly expertise in
issues around the Shoah. In Belgium
he has been working with Tutsi
survivors of the Rwandan genocide,
and help them to develop their own
instruments of remembrance.
It is fitting that someone who has
spent so much time studying the human
capacity for evil would conceive of
Les Versets Douloureux. The sa,a
reality is that throughout history,
divine sanction bas been invoked to
justify the most awful of crimes.
Some clergy are reluctant to engage
with or even admit to the existence of
texts or customs that could reflect
badly on their reapective communities.
The official party line is that the
tradition is perfect. What is refreshing
about Rabbi Meyer and his co-authors,
Islamic and Jesuit scholars Soheib
Bencheikh and Yves Simoeus, is their
willingness to be honest with each

other. Imam Bencheikh, alluding to
what is happening in the Muslim world
today, initially wanted to call the book
` Dangerous Verses ' .

Beyond being honest with each
other, each of the three men is also
attempting to be honest with himself.
It is easy for Jews, Christians and
Muslims to identify troubling passages
in each other's sacred books. It is more
difficult to focus on one's own.
Rabbi Meyer introduces the section
on Judaism by citing the great teacher
Israel Salanter' s observation that if you
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want to change the world, you first
have to change your country, and if
you want to change your country, you
have to change your village, and if you
want to change your village, you have
to change your street, and if you want
to change your street, you have to
change your house, and if you want to
change your house, you have to change
yourself.
`This is our task,' writes Rabbi
Meyer.

`In

resisting

religious

extremism and fanaticism, we must
obviously begin with ourselves. We
must begin by examining, with
lucidity, the sad and difficult elements
of our own tradition. '
The irony, Rabbi Meyer notes, is
that the insidious verses can also be the
most compelling. He even calls these
texts the `magnificent' ones. It reminds
me of the central problem of Milton's
Pczrczc7z.se I,OSZ, which is that the most

interesting and complex character is
Satan. It says something about human
weakness that we are most attracted to
that which is most dangerous. Ever
notice how fundamentalists are more
familiar with scriptural passages that
promote hatred and intolerance than
ones that further brotherhood and
respect?
In the Jewish tradition, a classic
example of this paradox is the story of
Abraham's willingness to sacrifice his
son Isaac. This story is hardly the best
advertisement for Judaism. What good
is a religion whose God seemingly
orders the killing of children and whose
adherents are willing to do it? Yet as
disturbing as the Isaac story is, the

public recitation of it remains, for
many of us, a favourite part of Rosh
Hashanah.
For Meyer, we redeem these texts
through the act of interpretation. Our
duty, when confronted with painful
verses, is to rebel against /e se#s

pre772z.er - the superficial meaning and to uncover the hidden truths that
are consistent with the humanism of
our tradition. Meyer suggests that the
chief responsibility of religious leaders
is to teach followers how to move
beyond the obvious meaning of
scripture.
The Jewish people, as the Talmudic
tradition shows, are expert in the art of
theological dissent. From Baruch
Spinoza to Noam Chomsky, Jews have
also specialized in political selfexamination. But there is a perception
that Islam has been slow to develop a
similar inclination. There are both
Jewish and Islamic sources that
sanction execution by stoning, but the
big difference is that some Muslim
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societies actually do it.

It is encouraging that reform-minded
Muslims like Imam Bencheikh are
making themselves heard. `The goal of
man is not to spend his life serving
religion and protecting his faith,' he
says, `but on the contrary, it is faith
and religion that support and fortify
him.' This important message needs to
be heard by self-appointed guardians
of Islam who are willing to kill over
cartoons or a teddy bear inadvertently
named Muhammad.
A product of the Sorbonne and
Cairo's famed al-Azbar University,
Imam Bencheikh was not yet thirtyfive when he became chief mufti of
Marseilles in 1995, a position he held

in immigrant communities, the decline
of traditional institutions such as the

church and the family. £es yersets
Doc//o„rec/x is an inspiring exercise
because it brings together three

thoughtful men, representing three
different faces of Europe, who together
learn that they have many shared
values. Inter faith dialogue can be
awkward and insincere. This one feels
genuine.
Meyer, Bencheikh and Simoens

would themselves admit that they are
elites talking to fellow elites. They
celebrate the creative interpretation of
texts because they have the tools and
the training to do it. It is fine that an
Arab scholar who lives in the West and

Europe today faces many pressures: The `new'
anti-Semitism, the disquiet in inndgranl
communities , the decline Of tradi,tional
institutions such as the church and the f;amtly.
for the next decade. £es Verse/a
Do#/oafreafx has its genesis in a

conversation between the imam and
Meyer when they met at an interfaith
conference in Spain two years ago. If
Imam Bencheikh is representative of a
new generation of Muslim leaders,
there is hope that we will avoid a clash
of civilizations.

Like Meyer, the imam celebrates
textual interpretation. His theological
openness suggests humility, an

admission that truth is elusive - an
approach that will surely disturb
authoritarian co-religionists who
demand certainty and who denounce
as apostates anyone who introduces
complexity. The Muslim world has no
shortage of authoritarian leaders,
religious and political, so Imam
Bencheikh is something of a radical to
argue that diversity of opinion does not
weaken the tradition but euriches it.
The final section of I,es 7rerse/s
Do#/o"7~e"x consists of a round table
conversation recorded last spring in
Paris between Rabbi Meyer, Imam
Bencheikh and Father Simoens. While
the two younger scholars, Meyer and
Bencheikh, go back and forth on the
urgency of confronting painful verses,
Simoens notes that the Catholic Church
has been a pioneer in this regard. The
Holocaust, he says, forced Christians
to examine teachings that historically
had been invoked to j.ustify cruelty.
Europe today faces many pressures:
The `new' anti-Semitism, the disquiet

has a doctorate from the Sorbonne is
able to bridge the distance between
himself and non-Muslim intellectuals.
But can he bridge the distance between
himself and the Arab street?
`We are not here as representatives

of our traditions,' says Bencheikh, and
he is right. He and his co-authors
present a highly intellectualized
approach to their sacred texts. Its only
problem is that this is not necessarily
how those texts are used by the great
majority of their flock.
It was discovered very soon after 9/
11 that the hijackers had a very limited
understanding of Islam. Despite his
outwardly piety, Osama bin Laden,
according to many Islamic scholars, is
an ignoramus. It is said that even today,
in parts of Poland and other Eastern
European countries, many `devout'
Catholics are so ignorant of their own
tradition that they would be stumed to
leam Jesus was born Jewish. In Israel,
religious parties distribute mystical
amulets to the masses.
Liberal religious leaders living in
western capitals, who seek to change
the way their faith is actually lived
around the world, bave a big challenge.
Les Versets DoulouraDc is an ±"poftan:i
pat of a long and difficult project. It is
a guide to living a religious life that
accommodates both reason and doubt.
LEOINARD S:TE:REN is Editorial Pages Editor
OftheottzJ:rvacjlfizf=rLHereportedontheattacks
Of 9/11 and their c[ftenath from New York and
Israel.
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THE SKILL TO LISTEN

-EVEN TO ONESELF
Daniel Smith
TRAINED AS A COUNSELLOR
almost thirty-five years ago when
few people admitted to using
counselling or being in therapy. It wa=

I

almost a taboo. Religion and
psychology distrusted each other. The
Association for Pastoral Care and
Counselling used to arrange meetings
with titles like:
`Religion and
Psychotherapy -Friend or Foe?'
The Raphael centre was set up to
bridge this divide for the Jewish
community. Rabbis who used to be
suspicious of psychotherapy felt more
comfortable in making a referral to the
Raphael centre because it was a
`Jewish Counselling Service'. A

generation on, rabbis and counsellors
now tend to see each other as allies.
They are both concerned for human
welfare and fulfilment. But they are
not doing exactly the same thing. So
what are the differences?
Some of these concern context and
boundaries. I learnt this the hard way. I

trained in the Dympna centre - a
Catholic Counselling centre that
became the model and inspiration for
the Raphael centre. My first clients
were mostly monks and nuns, who
were happy to work witli a counsellor
who was religious but not a Catholic.
But I was also asked to see the
occasional Jew who wandered into the
Dympna Centre in search of
counselling.

Some time later I became rabbi to a
synagogue where one member was a
past counselling client. Shortly after
my arrival this person resigned from
the synagogue. I do not know the
reason - it might not have involved me
at all. But in my imagination I thougbt
they might have felt I had broken a
contract. They had come to see a
counsellor in a safe anonymous
environment, and shared personal
information in complete confidence.

Nowtheirprivatecounsellortunedout
to be their public rabbi. They might
have to see me in social and communal
settings, and that may have been too
difflcult for them.

The same lesson from another angle.
Iwasastudentrabbiteachingteenagers
at Sunday classes. They enjoyed
talking about their identity and
interests, so I .gave them a personality
questionnaire as a trigger for general
discussion. One mother phoned to
complain, and said her child had been
upset by the exercise. She was right. I
had made a mistake. The children were
coming to Sunday Classes to learn
Jewish values and be taught by a rabbi.
Thatwastheunspokencontract.If they
wanted a therapist, they would have
gone to someone else.

For years after that I tried to keep
the two roles separate. Rabbinics and
Psychotherapy implied two different
contracts with different content and
different boundaries. But in recent
years, in very rare circumstances, I
bave relaxed a little. I do this very
carefully and still keep to the highest
standards of confidentiality. When
people want help, they sometimes need
a fully human response that uses all the
helper's awareness and skills, ratber
than a textbook response from
someone fulfilling a role. There are
times when a rabbi might refrain from
giving the answer, and instead,
sincerely and with humility, ask a
congregant: `What do you feel you
should do?' Similarly there are
occasions when a counsellor can be
directive and share their opinion, as
long as there is no manipulation or
impropriety.
I would like to highlight one
particular difference between religion
and psychotherapy.
Religion tends to assume we act with
free will. Maimonides said:
`Free will is granted to every man. If

he desires to incline towards the

good way and be righteous, he has
the power to do so. And if he desires
to incline towards the uurighteous
way and be a wicked man, he also
has the power to do so... Since the
power of doing good or evil is in our
own hands, and since all the wicked
deeds which we have committed

have been committed with our full
consciousness, it befits us to tun in
penitence and to forsake our evil
deed. ,

Maimonides was a religious giant.
He is one of the great teachers of all
humanity, but this passage seems to be

plain wrong on many points. How
often do we start by judging someone
harshly when we hear of his or her
crime. Then we investigate and come
to understand that person and their
story. We may become more forgiving
as we realize that they were acting not
out of choice but out of compulsion
and against their own real wishes.
There are limits to the amount of free
will that any of us can achieve, and
religion may have overstated the case
for free will and total personal
responsibility.
But, when we examine our own
actions, especially around the High
Holidays, we may feel that the
Maimonides view does apply to many
of our sins. I know that often my
failings do not arise from an absence
of free will, but from the presence of a
lazy will, a will that is weak due to
lack of exercise and discipline.
Classical
religion
teaches
that
sometimes we behave badly, not
because we are compelled but because
we cannot be bothered. Religion
requires us to exercise our wills, and
demandsthatwetakeresponsibilityfor
our actions. That is what Jewish
practice such as observing Shabbat and
kashrut may achieve - a development
of character and a strengthening of the
will.

Religion that is not psychologically
aware can be infantilizing, opposing
maturity, growth and responsibility.
We see such religious people taking on
inappropriate guilt and shame. Or they
may blame others for all the faults of
the universe, and be unable to see their
own anger and malevolence. Similarly
irreligious psychology can be limiting
andone-dimensional,missingoutlarge
chunks of people's experience,
understanding and humanity.
The Dympna director, Father Louis
Marteau, was fond of quoting Freud
who said that the goal of
psychoanalysis was to transform
`neurotic misery into normal human

unhappiness'. Psychotherapy is there
to remove the blocks and obstacles that
get in the way of our living.
Psychotherapy does not guarantee that
we will find meaning, purpose or
happiness. But it can help us become
more aware, so that we can exercise
our free will and choose to live
responsibly.
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The Dympna director, Father Louts Marteou, was
frond Of quoting Freud who said that the goal Of
psychoanalysis was to transform `neurotic misery
into normal haman unhappiness ' .
Religion is full of purpose and deep
meaning - it adds a dimension to life
that can give meaning to all the rest of
life. Religion and therapy can work
together, each respectful of its own
limitations, and each aware of the good
work the other does. Together they can
be powerful forces for growth and for
fulfilment.
I now teach Pastoral Care to final
year Rabbinic students at the Leo
Baeck College. In the early years, the
students learn discrete vocational
skills. These include:

Practical Rabbinics - taking
services, conducting life cycle
events.

Education - transmitting Jewish
knowledge.
Spirituality - to give depth and
meaning in religious life.
Pastoral care - to give support to

those in need.

In my final year course, I try to help
them integrate their discreet skills. For
in reality, when they are dealing with a
recently bereaved person and planning
a funeral service, a rabbi does not
think: `Am I now doing Practical
Rabbinics, or teaching, spirituality or
pastoral care?' The rabbi needs to do
the job in an holistic way, using all
their skills and training in an integrated
manner.
So where, specifically, do I find
therapy training useful as a synagogue
minister? It can be helpful at the most
obvious times when dealing with
illness or bereavement. Knowing the
psychological stages of life can help in
dealing with life cycle events. Selfawareness can be helpful under stress.
I have twice returned to personal
therapy at times of pressure and

transition, and it was helpful to have a

place to reflect on what was happening,
rather than to react without
understanding.
One area which is not so obvious,
but where therapeutic awareness is
truly invaluable, is in committee meetings. These are situations where all of
us are prone to act illogically, unreasonably, childishly and defensively.
Sometimes my therapeutic training
helps me keep contact with what is
really happening, and I am able to stop
myselfsinkingintothemireofemotion
and intrigue. On those occasions I can
sometimes help a committee arrive at a
good decision.

In general, counselling provides the
listening skills that can be invaluable. I
am very pleased that the Leo Baeck
College spends as much time training
rabbis in `Listening Skills' as it does in
` Speaking Skills' . Rabbis need to listen

to what is really being said and what is
not being said. Congregants are helped
when they feel a minister is truly
paying attention to them and their

needs I
RABBI DANIEL SMITH is ffre se#z.or rabbi. o/
Edgware & District Roform Synagogue, one Of
Europe 's largest Jewish com":ilnifies.
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MORE THAN SONGS OF PRAISE
for many years I had little
IHAVE
appreciation
TO CONFESS
for the Book
THAT
of
Psalms. I knew tbat the Psalms were
`great poetry', part of the `1iterary
genius' of the Hebrew Bible, the
`wellspring of Jewish spirituality' . But

I encountered them for the first time in
my teens in the prayer book of the West
London Synagogue. They meant little
to me. Indeed there was a `sameness'
about the archaic language that made it
hard to differentiate them. It was only
when asked to translate some of them
for the then `new' edition of For77zs o/
Prcr};er in the early seventies that I
began to appreciate the subtleties and
beauty of the Hebrew text.
I became so overwhelmed by the
many levels of meaning they contained
that my first translations were overly
complicated. My co-editor Lionel Blue
reminded me forcibly that not every
association present in the Hebrew
needed to be included. We came to
realize that translating Psalms for
inclusion in a liturgy dictated to a large
extent which of the many possible
meanings to emphasize, and what kind
of rhythmic language was required. It
dictated also where to retain the
familiar formulations of the King
James translation and where to feel free
to experiment. Though at times I felt
frustrated as a `Bible scholar' at all
that had to be `left out', I felt relieved
as a translator to have a particular
frame of reference.
Reworking the same Psalms for the
Cnewest' edition o£ Forms Of Prayer

for 2008
challenge.
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presented yet another
The requirement of

Jonathan Magonet
THE BOOK OF PSALMS: A
TRANSLATION VITH
COMMENTARY
by Robert Alter
W W Norton & Co Ltd,
New York, 2007, hb, $35.00.

`inclusive language' led to some

clumsy phrasing and circumlocutions
in the earliest versions that needed
considerable revision. God is `above

gender', but Hebrew convention uses
masculine pronouns, so much care had
to be taken in the many places where
`He', `Him' or `His' occur. It is

unlikely that these and related issues
have been resolved to everyone's
satisfaction, but at least there is a
coherent approach to the decisions that
have been made.
These issues have surfaced for me in
reviewing the new translation of the
Psalms, together with a commentary,
by the American Bible scholar Robert
Alter who has done so much to

commentators to penetrate the literary
depths of the Biblical text, and
influenced generations of scholars.
It was encouraging to find in his
introduction falniliar questions about
the nature of translation of Biblical
materials that we also had to address
over thirty years ago. Some words, like
`);esfe24cz',

usually

translated

into

English as `salvation', carry a weight
of Christian theological overtones that
are absent in the Hebrew original,
where `rescue' is a more appropriate
term. This is something we also
addressed in the 1977 edition of For"s
o/Prc!);er, by using as often as possible
the verbal form `to save' rather than
the abstract noun, a solution Alter also
uses. Though not concerned with the
issue of inclusive language, Alter also

has to wrestle with ways to translate
the various divine names, particularly
the Tetragramaton, the Hebrew fourletter name, `)/oc7, fee)/, vczi/, fee);'

represented in English by YHWH.
Jewish tradition has always substituted
for it the name `crdo7?czz.', `Lord',

popularize the literary approach to the

whereas modem scholars assume a
possible `name': Yahweh. Following
Jewish translators since the nineteenth
century we prefeITed to go behind the

Hebrew Bible. His two books: 272e ,4r/

word to the verb `facD;czfr ', `to be', from

of Biblical Narrative a:nd The Art Of
Biblical Poetry are esserwial reading
for anyone interested in the literary and
poetic strategies that underlie familiar
passages. Here he follows groundbreaking studies in Biblical narrative
by scholars like Jan Fokkelman, but
also the sadly undervalued writings of
Nechama Leibowitz who utilized
mediaeval and contemporary Jewish

which it may be derived, using either
`the Etemal', the `timeless being of
God' or else a term describing the ways
in which God is `present' through one
of the attributes of God appropriate to
the context, such as `Creator'. Alter
has stayed throughout with `Lord' and
so has no problems with gender
inclusive issues. But he does challenge
the King James translation and its
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many successors for their failure to be
true to the conciseness and rhythmic
energy of the Hebrew original.
`What I have aimed at in this

translation - inevitably, with
imperfect success - is to represent
Psalms in a kind of English verse that
is readable as poetry yet sounds
something like the Hebrew emulating the rhythms wherever
feasible, reproducing many of the
effects of its expressive poetic
syntax, seeking equivalents for the
combination of homespun directness
and archaizing in the original, hewing
to the lexical concreteness of the
Hebrew, and making more palpable
the force of parallelism that is at the
heart of biblical poetry. ' (Page xxxi)
This approach was pioneered by
Martin Buber and Franz Rosenzweig
in their monumental German
translation of the Bible, and in France
by Andr6 Chouraqui. In America
Everett Fox, like Alter, has similarly
worked on the Torah and the historical
books of the Bible, as well as the
Psalms. The more radical such
experiments are, the more difficult the
text becomes in the new language,
since it has to squeeze it into a very
different Hebrew syntax and aesthetic
Sense.

Here is an example of the difference
in approach. From childhood we are
taught that good style means never to
use the same word twice when it can
be replaced with a synonym. Not so in
the Hebrew Bible, where the repetition
of the same word creates important
associations and is part of the poetic
strategy. In Psalm 90, for example, the
Hebrew verb `sfez{i/' caITies multiple

senses of the idea of `tuming': tuning
around, turning back, returning
eventually with the form `Z 'sfectvcz# ' in

the extended sense of `repentance'. At
the beginning of the Psalm the psalmist
says to God, in Alter's translation,
`You bring man back to the dust and

say, "Turn back, humankind".' He
relies here on `back' to convey the

repetition - literally, `You turn man
back' . . . Turn back. But we are not sure
whether this second `tuming back' is
simply a repetition of the first, `tum
back indeed to the dust', or suggests
instead an appeal to `tum back to God'
-a view Alter takes in his commentary.
At the end of the Psalm the same verb
re-appears, but this time the Psalmist
entreats God to turn to us: `Come back,
0 Lord, how long...' It does not
resolve the ambiguity of the nature of
the `tuming' that the opening calls for,
but does strengthen the possibility that
it is a call to turn back to God.
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Although Alter notes that the term for

`dust', `c7crfro' is not the familiar one

Psalm inchades
another example Of
Hebrew poetic usage
that is not so wellreceived in Engtish,
the pun. The opening
verse speaks Of God
being our `abode' in
every generation, the
Hebrew word being

from Genesis, `c!/crr', `from dust you
come and to dust you return', he
assumes it is a poetic substitute for it.

Cr"al oIT' . At the end

both images indicate our being
`enclosed' in divine support, from

Of the Psalm, looling
to the future, the
Psalmist hopes that
God's `sweetness '

will be upon us.
Here the Hebrew
word is Crro' a;rr+' , the

idendcal letters Of
`ma'on', Z)a//

But `c7c74cr' implies crushed stone,

inorganic matter, and not the rich soil
from which life can emerge, which is
probably why the psalmist chose it to
imply a sense of finality in death.
The same Psalm includes another
example of Hebrew poetic usage that
is not so well-received in English, the
pun. The opening verse speaks of God
being our `abode' in every generation,
the Hebrew word being `77zcz'o72'. At

the end of the Psalm, looking to the
future, the Psalmist hopes that God's
`sweetness' will be upon us. Here the
Hebrew word is `7?o 'cz772 ', the identical
letters of `77zc7 'o7? ', but reversed. Thus

generations past and for generations to
come - despite the transience and
difficulties of our life, an idea
reinforced by the word play itself.
This example shows where the commentary is sometimes disa.ppointing
comparedtothepowerofAlter'stranslation. It is helpful in indicating
problems in the Hebrew text, in justifying unfamiliar translations and
giving a sense of the overall thrust of
the Psalm. But sometimes Alter seems
not to have noted, for example, a concentric structure underpinning a
particular Psalm. In Psalm 145, an alphabetic acrostic familiar from its
regular use in Jewish liturgy, he rightly
notes that the central verses,11-13,

reversed. Thus both
images indicate our
being `enclosed' in
divine support, from

generedons past and
f;or generations to
come - despite the
transience and
dif f iculties Of our

life, an idea
reinf ;orced by the
word play itself

emphasize the theme of God's kingship. He does not point out the thematic
symmetry and mirror image effect
whereby the verses in the first half focus on the human praise of God
whereas those in the second half point
to the divine gifts to human beings. It
is also a `fun' observation that the three
middle verses that repeat derivations
of the word `77ee/ech', `king', (11-13)

are actually the letters %Of Jcr772€J and
772c77? ' used to spell that word -presum-

ably the kind of literary game the
psalmist had in mind by choosing an
alphabetic form.
For anyone seeking a fresh approach
to the Book of Psalms and an insight
into the power of the Hebrew original,
this is an excellent book, and an
encouragement to shape our own

literary judgments .
JONATHAN MAGONET is r/2e Ej7!erz.z#s
Professor Of Bible at Leo Baeck College, aewhor

o/A Rabbi Reads the Psalms, cr#d Edz.jor a//¢e
new edition Of FoirrrJs of prayer to be published
in June 2008.
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In his previous incarnation, Ludwik Finkelstein was Professor Of Measurement and Instrumentation
and Pro-Vilce Chancellor Of City University. Since his retirement, Professor Finkelstein has embarked
upon a second scholarly career. Born in Lvov, Poland, he has always been interested in Jewish history
and, in particular, in the history Of the enlightenment and progressive Judaism in Eastern Europe.
The picture Of Eastern Europe before the Shock as srfuch life and unremitting orthodoxy is a `romantic' myth.
In a series Of articles based upon original research, Professor Finkelstein has been uncovering
the dialogue between tradition and modernity and the emergence Of progressive Judaism
even in the heartlands Of Eastern European orthodoxy.
In his latest essay, Finkelstein finds much that is positive even in two irfamous Tsarist creations.

Sergey Uvarov

LINKS IN THE OLD CHAIN
often tell us as much about the
HISTORICAL
time in NARRATIVES
which they are
composed as they do about the time they
describe. Tsarist and Stalinist oppression
of Jewry has meant that much Jewish
historical
writing
took
an
unsympathetic view of endeavours to
bring Russian Jews close to Russian
culture. It has led, particularly, to
negative views of two important
educational establishments: the state
rabbinical seminaries, which functioned
in the Tsarist Empire in the nineteenth
century. They are commonly described
as failures rejected by the community.
In the present day, when there is a
revival of Judaism among Jews who
are strongly connected to Russian culture, it is time for Jews to look at them
again and see them as important contributors to the Jewish Enlightenment.
This is particularly appropriate from
the perspective of progressive Judaism
with its positive view of the integration
of religion and secular knowledge.
The Rabbinical Seminaries were
founded in the mid-nineteenth century
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Ludwik Finkelstein
by the Tsarist authorities, under the
harsh regime of Nicholas I. The state
wished to destroy the separateness of the
large Jewish population which the Tsars
had acquired when they seized much
of the territory of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (1772-1795). It
applied repressive measures, particu-

larly conscription for twenty-five years
of military service. This was applied

particularly harshly to Jews, who had
to supply high quotas of recruits and
for whom conscription was longer and
applied to young children.
In 1840 the Tsarist authorities, led
by the influential Sergey Uvarov,
entered upon a course of reform of
Jewish education in Russia to achieve
a radical transformation of Russian
Jewry. They engaged in consultations,
but met resistance from the Jewish
community attached to its distinctive
culture and traditions.
Nevertheless they established in

1844, a new Jewish state soho(
system. It was clear that the intentio
was to assimilate Jews to Christian
Two rabbinical educational institution
formed the apex of the system, an
were parallel to the Russian academj
secondary schools. One was founde
in Vilna in Lithuania, the other
Zhitomir in Ukraine. They were to trai
acculturated and secularly educate
rabbis and teachers. After twenty yea]
no one was to be appointed a rabbi, t
Jewish teacher, without havin
graduated from one of the rabbinic€
educational institutions. The t
seminaries were opened in 1847.
The education provided by
seminaries was radically different fro]
the intense, but narrow, talmudic all
halachic studies of the tradition
education of rabbis in Eastern Europ
It embraced a wide range of secul:
subjects in addition to a programme (
systematic and rational Jewish studie
The educational programme in thes
institutions consisted of a three-ye;
preparatory course, followed by a fou
year main, general, course. The
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students proceeded either to further
rabbinical studies or to studies for
teachers. The rabbinical studies
consisted of a two-year course,
followed by a year of rabbinical
practice. Students preparing for the
teaching profession followed a oneyear course.
The secular subjects provided a
broad secondary education. They included Russian language and literature,

German and French, Mathematics,
Geography, General and Russian History, Physics, Calligraphy and Drawing.
The Jewish studies of the curriculum
were, in principle, extensive. They

Jewish History. This was again an
innovation.
The rabbinical course involved
further and deeper studies of Talmud
dealing particularly with rabbinical
practice, and also some studies in
medieval Jewish Philosophy. The

further studies of future teachers
involved recapitulation of earlier
material, some philosophical studies,
and training in teaching method.
The nominal Jewish content of the
curriculum provided in principle a
thorough grounding in Jewish studies.
But given the substantial load of
secular studies, which the seminary
curriculum involved, the graduates
could not reach the breadth and depth
of talmudic learning achieved by
traditional rabbis who devoted
themselves exclusively to rabbinical
leaming. Further the authorities in the
educational institutions placed much
less emphasis on achievement in
Jewish studies than on the secular ones,
accepting as satisfactory inadequate

performance in the former. Many
students, deciding early that teaching
or the rabbinate did not present
attractive long-term prospects, appear
Chaim Zelig Slonimshi

included, firstly, a comprehensive
coverage of Scripture, which generally
did not form part of traditional rabbinic
education.
There was extensive study of
Talmud, including advanced commentaries. There were also detailed studies
of codes of Jewish religious law, including the S:7zc!/cfecz77 j477ffr¢, which was

the code of Jewish law in general use,
the code of Maimonides, distinguished
for its system and rationality, as well
as more advanced codes.
Hebrew was studied systematically,
based on instruction in Hebrew
grammar, unlike the study in
traditional yeshivot. There was also
systematic teaching of Aramaic.
The course included a study of

in;ahdn;-Le-b-=n;i;in
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to have neglected Jewish studies in
favour of general subjects.
This lack of emphasis on the
importance of Jewish Studies was not
conducive to creating an effective
institution for the education of rabbis.
There was a general disrespect for
Jewish religious practice among both
staff and students. Finally there was
the obligatory uniform of the students.
The abandonment of traditional Jewish
clothing was considered to be a breach
of religious law. It was particularly
offensive at a time when the Jewish
community struggled to retain its
distinctive clothing against the

pressure of the authorities.
Christians were appointed as
Principals of the Rabbinical Seminales.
This was a serious affront to Jewish
sensibilities, and served to discredit the

Abraham Gottlober

seminaries in Jewish eyes. But Jewish
studies were under the direction of
Jewish superintendents.
The Jewish teachers in the Russian
rabbinical educational institutions
were 777askz./I.7# - Jews committed to

the enlightenment - in general, with a
good traditional Jewish education.
Unlike the non-Jewish teachers, they
did not have a systematic general
education. But were not expert
rabbinical scholars, either of the
traditional kind, or in a modem critical
mould. Nevertheless many of them
were productive scholars and
distinguished contributors to the
development of the Hebrew language
and letters.
Among them were C72cz)ryz.J7? Selig
Slonimski ( 1810-1904) who served for

a time as Superintendent of Jewish
Studies in Zhitomir. He wrote extensively in Hebrew on popular science,

particularly on mathematics and astronomy. He was trained as an instrument
maker and developed calculating instruments. He was awarded a prize by
the Russian Academy of Sciences for
his achievements. After the closure of
the Zhitomir institution, Slonimski ultimately settled in Warsaw, where he
resumed activities as a journalist and
was influential in Jewish Enlightenment circles
Among the teachers of the Vilna
seminary was Abraham Dov Lebensohn, generally known under the name
of Adam ha-Kohen, (1794-1878), an
outstanding and influential early
Hebrew poet, who became a teacher
of Hebrew, Aramaic, and biblical
exegesis.

Abraham Baer Gottlober (18111899) taught in Zhitomir and was a
productive scholar with influential
works to his credit. He was also a
talented poet whose work advanced
modem Hebrew literature.
Ivhile the teachers of the seminaries
were very different from the kind of
scholars who educated traditional rabbis, they were men who spearheaded
the Jewish Enlightenment.
The students of the Rabbinical
Institutions were originally recruited
from poor families, for whom state
support offered an opportunity for a
good education for their sons. In due
course, these students were joined by
some of more affluent families who
supported the Institutions on
ideological grounds. The number of
students educated in the Rabbinical
Seminaries of Russia was a small
fraction of the total Russian Jewish
youth.

cohiinued on next page
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In 1857 the Jewish communities
were ordered not to appoint as official
rabbis men who had not graduated
from state rabbinical educational insti-

in St. Petersburg. Another Orientalist
and scholar of Jewish history and art
educated in St. Petersburg and West
European universities, Albert Harkavy,
(1835-1919) had been a student at the
Vilna Institution.
Judah Leib Kantor, ( 1849-1915), the

Ii:
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AbrahcLm Goldf ;aden

founder of the first Hebrew newspaper,
who had served as an official rabbi,
had been a student in the Zhitomir
Institution. Another noted joumalist
and editor was Adolph Landau (18421902), who published Yevreyskaya
Biblioteka, a Jewish literary historical
anthology, and later Voskhod, an
important Jewish journal. Solomon
Mandelkem (1846-1902), became a
noted Hebrew lexicographer, poet and
translator, and produced a biblical
concordance. He had studied at both
the Vilna and Zhitomir Institutions. He
served as an assistant to the state rabbi
in Odessa, and was one of the first to
preach in Russian. Abraham Jacob
Papema (1840-1914), who had also

tutions. The Jewish communities
attempted to evade this instruction.
This led to the appointment of a State
or Crown Rabbi, who undertook official administrative duties with respect
to the state, and a traditional spiritual
rabbi, trusted by the community in
religious matters. Traditional Jewish
communities accused the graduates of
the Rabbinical Educational Institutions
of flouting religious laws and customs
and with ignorance in Jewish matters.
The official rabbis, who were subject
to regular ballots of their communities,
were in an invidious position. The attraction of rabbinical posts for
graduates of the institutions was that
they conferred continued exemption
from conscription. Some also took up
rabbinical and teaching posts because
they were obliged to do so, having been
supported by state funds during their
studies. Others had a genuine attachment to the ideas of the Jewish
Enlightenment and considered that
they could promote them in rabbinical
office.
Most graduates of the Rabbinical
Educational Institutions entered commercial or professional employment.
They contributed significantly to the
formation of a Jewish secularly educated intelligentsia.
The alumni of the institutions at
Zhitomir and Vilna, who distinguished
themselves in this work, included
Chayyim Jonah Gurland (1847-1890),
educated in the Rabbinical Institution
in Vilna, and later in the University of
St. Petersburg. He became a distinguished scholar in Oriental languages.
Gurland also served as an official rabbi
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studied in both Vilna and Zhitomir,
was another Hebrew writer, who wrote
important Hebrew criticism. The father
of the Yiddish theatre Abraham
Goldfaden (1840-1908) was also a

Yiddish poet, dramatist and composer
and was an alumnus of the Rabbinical
Institution of zhitomir. An alumnus of
the Rabbinical Institution in Vilna, Lev
Osipovich

Levanda (1834-1868),

became a significant writer.
Given the charge of abandonment of
Jewish identity levied against the
alumni of the Russian Rabbinical
Institutions, it is worth noting that
some of them were active in the early
Zionist movement in Russia, notably
Solomon Mandelkem and Lev Levanda.
The seminaries did not meet the
aspirations of their Tsarist founders. In
1871, as part of the reform of state
Jewish education in Russia, the Rabbinical Seminaries were transformed
into institutions for teacher training.
The Zhitomir institution was closed in
1885. The Vilna institution continued

to educate teachers until the end of
Russian dominion in Vilna.
The Rabbinical Seminaries of Vilna
and Zhitomir failed to educate and train
rabbis in a way that was acceptable to
the Jewry of Tsarist Russia. But their
teachers and alumni made signiflcant
contributions to Jewish culture. They
deserve respect as links in the chain of

tradition I
PROFESSOR LUDWIK FINKELSTEIN
O"i is Research Fellow in Jewish History and
Thoughi at Leo Baeck College. He is an alunmus
of the College, from which he graduated with an
RA and a PhD.

FAVoVR
THEP@OR
Mark Goldsmith
A:E?:?}Ea;Br]:str:g%efeAiTet£:
from Jane Drapkin, whose working life
has been unorthodox for a Jewish
woman. She was, at the time, one of the
most senior aid workers for Christian
Aid. The talk that she gave was deeply
inspiring to me. She told us why she
had left her job as marketing manager
for a major oil company to go to work
for Christian Aid in Eritrea and then the
Sudan and Sierra Leone. There she
briefly found herself on the national
news as the chief negotiator when
several aid workers in her team were
kidnapped. At the time of her talk, she
was in Malawi.
The Torah tells us in Leviticus 19:910, that Jews have a duty to leave some
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of their wealth for the use of the poor
and disadvantaged. We hear that, each
year, a person should leave part of his
field for the poor and the stranger to
glean. This applies even during a time
of hardship, like the sabbatical year, a

year in which every farmer in Israel
would have been feeling the pinch of
having to let their field lie fallow
(Exodus 23: 11 ). Even during a time of
hardship, good Jews are meant to share

part of what they have with people
worse off than they are. It calls to mind
one of Jane Drapkin's reports from
Malawi:
`Malawians usually experience a

hungry season between January/
February and March/April, so they
have a range of ways of dealing with
food shortages. In 2002, however, the
hungry season had started the previous
November, and by now the "coping"
strategies reflect growing desperation.
Individuals and communities are
exhausting food stocks, selling
livestock and other assets, mortgaging
land,
harvesting
green
maize
prematurely, eating maize bran
nomally fed to animals, eating wild
and raw foods and tuning to theft
which is punished by severe beatings,
amputations and worse. In this country
of smallholder farms and little
employment, the physically able are
spending more time searching for food
than working to prepare their fields for
the next crop, and rural-urban
migration is increasing.'

(Field
Exchange,
Emergency
Nutrition Network, August 2002, Issue
16, p22)

We can barely imagine having to
live with a hungry season every year, a
time when, whatever you do, feeding
your family would be a great challenge,
let alone a year when the challenge is
insurmountable.
But it was not about the emergeney
aid part of her work that Jane came to
speck to us - not the gleaning in a time
of emergency. Rather it was the reason
why she transferred from the oil
industry to aid. This was linked to a
verse in the Torah (Exodus 23 :3) where
it says that `you shall not favour a poor
man in his cause.' On face value this is
a strange thing for our Torah to say.
Why not? Surely the poor and needy
need all the help that they can get. But
there is a world of difference between
emergency aid, when a person has to
be dependent on the goodwill of others
and justice, where everyone has an
equal chance of making a living and
sustaining themselves in the long term.
That is the meaning of that verse in the
Torah - the poor deserve equal justice
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with the rich.
That is why Jane took that job. She

had the chance to be part of the effort
to bring justice to the world's poor. As
our prosperity in Europe and America
has increased by leaps and bounds,
commodity prices paid to farmers in
the third world have halved in real
terms since 1981. Food has become a

decreasing
percentage
of
our
household expenses. It has the effect of
making third world farmers destitute.
As trade has become ever more global,
free and untrammelled by national
interest, local farmers in the
developing world have found it
impossible to sell their produce in local
markets because imported food is often
cheaper. Jane showed us how projects
set up a decade or so ago to enable
women in Ghana to grow rice and
market it in a co-operative have fallen

consumers become aware of the
culture, identity and conditions in
which producers live. They need direct
access to the European market for
producers' products, avoiding to the
greatest possible extent middlemen and
speculators who tend to drive down the
prices paid to producers. They need us
to pay a fair price that covers
producers' basic needs and covers
costs of production, and leaves a
margin for investment. They need
wholesale buyers to pay part of the
price, 40-50 per cent, in advance so
that producers avoid falling into debt
to seed providers. And they need
importing companies to establish longterm working relationships and
contracts with producers. They need
economic development agencies to
ensure that the development of export
products do not jeopardize local food
security.

The poor
deserve equal
justice with
the rich
to pieces because imported American
rice is cheaper than anything that can
be grown locally.
It is justice that Jane seeks, not aid.
For Jane, international trade is not a
bad thing, It is like the yetzer haRa in
Jewish understanding. Without the
inclination to be a bit greedy, a bit
selfish, a bit ambitious, even a bit
lustful, no-one would ever build a
house, plant a vineyard, set up a
business, fall in love and create a
family (Midrash Bereshit Rabbah 9:7).
But it is a Jew's duty to keep the };e/zer
Jov, the inclination for good and the
)/e/zer feczJtcz literally the inclination for

evil, in balance to create a decent
person who makes a contribution to
the world.
The poorest people of the world need
trade to get themselves into a better
situation where they are not dependent
solely on local market conditions. They
need to be able to enter the world as a
whole and benefit from technologies
from overseas that improve the quality
of their lives. They need this trade to
be fair trade, just trade, where in the
words of the European Fair Trade
Association there is a system of trade
that allows marginalized producers in
the South to gain access to Northern
markets. The poorest people of the
world need the producer-consumer
chain to be as short as possible so that

As Jane said in her talk the system
of trade has been designed by people,
the decisions that make it work have
been made by people, and it can be
changed by people. Change for the
sake of justice is something that you
can put into action yourself in your
local supermarket when you choose to
buy a product caITying a fair trade logo.
We should encourage fair trade buying
wherever we can, including our
synagogues. Ifkashrut, the Jewish food
laws are about trying to approach God
in Holiness, and that is the only reason
given for them in the Torah, then fair
trade is an aspect of contemporary

kashrut. If we know that our buying
decisions can make the difference
between a person being able to live or
die, what could be more holy than
helping them and their family to live?
If each of us adds up what we will
consume in the remainder of our
lifetimes we would be amazed at our
economic power, especially in
comparison to people in developing
countries. The average Briton spends
more in a year than fifty Malawians.
We should use our power justly and
with care for our fellow human beings.
The greatest principle of Mainonides
eight degrees of charity is to enable
another person to make their own
living. We have the power to fulfil that
principle.

There is a time just to give because
we are in an emergency. But we would
not get into those emergencies as often
if our world were a good bit fairer. We
have the power to make it so. Let us act

when we can I
RABBI IVIARK GOLDSI\flTH is zfee Se#z.or
Rabbi Of the North Western Roform Synagog:ue,
Alyth Gardens.
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Barbados Synagogue

OUR SILVER LINING
Harmah & David Jacobs
Hannah and Jewish cemeteries
David:began
My
shortly
love
after
affair
the Limmud
with
Conference in December 1982 where
we had been introduced by our
shadchan, Rabbi Danny Smith.
The story begins with my research
into the last resting place of my great
grandfather's brother and sister Isaac
Monat Jacobs and Hinde Sarah
Campbell. I knew that they were buried
in the old Bristol Jewish Cemetery in
the St Phillips area of the city. My
brother Simon and I took ourselves off
on the first Sunday in January 1983 to
a city which was, in the seventeenth
century, one comer of the slave trade
triangle.

We were guided to the cemetery by
members of the Avon & Somerset
police who directed us to a small,
completely overgrown Jewish burial
ground some 400 metres from their
headquarters. The door was broken
open, the ground completely covered
to a height of some 2 metres with
brambles and was strewn with
household rubbish. By some miracle
my brother, on tearing away ivy on the
first grave that he chanced upon, came
across Isaac Monat Jacobs' stone
which, unusually, was laid flat in the
Sephardi tradition. I was so excited
that, on returning to my brother's home
in Maidenhead, I telephoned my new
`friend' and said that I was around the

comer - she was living in New Malden,
Surrey at that time. As a good Jewish
mother she invited me around for
supper and there occurred the second
miracle of the day - she served me an
Italian tuna fish salad - my favourite
dish.

In January 1983 I proposed -just

two and half weeks after we met because I did not want to lose an
attractive woman who enjoyed hearing
about my interest ip cemeteries and
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shared my love of Jewish history and
tradition.
Hannah: David's passion for all

things overcame my fears of marrying
again and my two young sons were
absolutely sure that this was the right
thing to do. They, too, joined David in
discovering Jewish cemeteries, often
by climbing on the roof of our cars to
gain access to locked and bolted
cemeteries in such places as Dover,
Sheemess[ and Manchester.
David: We spent our honeymoon in
South Wales, so that I could show
Hannah the historic Jewish cemeteries
of Merthyr Tydfil, Brynmawr and
Newport where all those buried there
whose family name was Jacobs, are
my relations. As an added bonus we
did all travel to Israel that October with
the boys and my in-laws to introduce
her to my Israeli family and give
Hannah the winter sunshine that she so
enjoys.
When we started thinking about
what we were going to do to celebrate
our Silver Wedding this year, some
decisions came easily. Our actual
wedding anniversary falls on a Shabbat
- so a Kiddush and a lunch at home
were natural. But where would we go
on holiday?
Hannah: We wanted to go
somewhere we had not been before - I
talked about Cochin and Kerala in
Southern India as it would give David
synagogues and I would get my winter
sunshine. David wondered where the
kosher restaurants would be. We
thought of a cruise around Britain or
maybe a trainj oumey across the United
States. Then David chanced upon an
a,dvect in the Jewish Chronicle.
David: Three nights in one of our
favourite cities, New York and then a
ten day cruise in the Caribbean on

Cunard's QM2. I sold this to Hannah
as two weeks of pampering, winter
sunshine and rest.
Hannali: I knew it was really about
the synagogues and cemeteries in
Barbados and St Thomas as well as the
readily available kosher food that
attracted David.
David: Our preparations began as
soon we booked in October 2006. I
emailed Judah Cohen, the author of the
book on the Jews of St Thomas2 who
had been a house guest in 1995 whilst
he was researching the book. He
directed us to the immediate past
President of what is now a Refomi
Community on the island. We received
an almost instant reply from her to say
that she would meet the ship and show
us around the two cemeteries on the
island as well as the beautiful and
historic synagogue.
On researching our proposed visit to
Barbados we learnt that a Jewish
museum had just opened in time for
our visit and this added to the thrill of
visiting this island where Jews had
settled in the late seventeenth century.
Hannah: The snip called at five
Caribbean islands and they are all
fascinating once you get beyond the
tourist haunts. They are volcanic
islands, subject to the hazards of
frequent hurricanes and devastating
fires. There are beautiful beaches,
rain forests, bays, areas for scuba
diving, pirate coves and duty-free
shopping. We did go to a beach one
Sunday. How did David know that the
beach cafe would have two football
matches showing - Manchester United
v Spurs and Manchester City v
Sheffield? But most of our holiday was
spent exploring the main towns on the
islands. We met friendly and
hospitable people and through them we
began to understand something of the

poverty and lack of investment and
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how much tourism boosts their
economy.
David: Our first Jewish stop was
Barbados.
We
walked
into
Bridgetown. The ship docked along a
lovely sea view walk. The synagogue,
cemeteries and museum are situated in
a small compound off Synagogue Lane
in the town centre. Jews arrived in
Barbados in the mid-seventeenth
century and were known as

`conversos', `Marranos' or `crypto-

Jews'. They came from Recife in
Brazil to escape confrontation with the
Portuguese. They knew they would
have a welcome from the British who
sought their expertise in harvesting
sugar cane, marketing refined sugar
and in the construction of sugar mills.
By the end of the seventeenth century
more than 400 sugar mills dotted the
island. Jews created an extensive

network and Barbados became the
most profitable of all West Indian
colonies. Demand for sugar grew
tremendously in Europe, the larger
plantations expanded and small
enterprises folded. To ensure the
highest profitability, sugar companies
needed cheap labour, so white
indentured servants where replaced by
African slaves. In his Jzevz.ew o/ /¢e
Jewish Colonists in Barbados in the
yecrr J680, Wilfred Samuel3 produced
a table of the financial status of the
Jews in Bridgetown. He lists four
categories: magnates, well-to-do, those
in a moderate position and the poor.
The census of that year shows that Jews
owned 163 slaves. Wills of the Jews in
that time furnish substantial evidence
that Jews passed on these slaves from
one generation to another. In 1688,
legislation was introduced that stated

`no person of the Hebrew nation shall

keep or employ any negro or slave
more than one negro or other slave,
man or boy to be allowed to each
person of the said nation. '4 Today there
are a number of Afro-Caribbean people
who have Jewish family names. One
can safely assume that these are
descendents of slaves owned by Jewish
families.

The name of the Barbados
synagogue, Nidhe Israel, means the
scattered of Israel. The original
synagogue was built in 1654 and was
utterly destroyed by a huricane in
1831. It took two years for the

community to rebuild the current
building, which was consecrated on the
29th March,

1833. The original
Sephardi community had declined by
the early twentieth century. By 1925,
Joseph Baeza, was the sole Jewish
inhabitant on the island. The
synagogue was saved from demolition
in the 1980s by the extraordinary
efforts of Henry Altman and his son
Paul who raised in excess of a million
dollars to restore the building. The
museuln was created in an abandoned
building at one end of the cemetery.
Unusually the floor was designed to
look like an extension of the outside

graveyard. The museum opened in
January 2008.

Our final port of call was the island
of St Thomas. This was the most
prosperous of the ones we visited. Our
guide, Katina Coulianos, was a fourth
generation Jew on the Island. She gave
us a most riveting tour of the two
cemeteries and the synagogue. In 1796
the Jews of St Thomas founded the
first congregation on the island in the
capital Charlotte Amalie and by 1803
the community had benefited from new
arrivals from England, France and the
neighbouring islands of St Eustatius,
and Curacao. The synagogue was
repeatedly destroyed by fires and
rebuilt several times. The current
building was erected in 1833 and the
congregation numbered sixty-four
families at that time. The floor is
covered with sand reflecting the

practice of the Marrano founders of the
community. It has since become the
oldest synagogue in continuous use
under the American flag. The
congregation was also among the first
to receive copies of the new West
London Reform liturgy when it was
published in 1841 and the first in the
western hemisphere to hold a Jewish

David at the gates Of the St Thomas Cemetery
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confimation ceremony two years later.
In addition, the St Thomas Synagogue
has issued its own religious liturgy
continued on next page
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relating to hunicanes.
The earlier of the two cemeteries we
visited contained gravestones shipped
from London, Barbados and New
York. One inscription contains the
phrase, `39 years, 9 months and 19
days, he was an affectionate Husband,
tender Father, a sincere friend and an
honest Man' . Katina suggested that this

essentially like shredding on a large
scale - rather than the dissolving

soRR¥ i^rE CANNOT REcycLE
Sir

suggestion was made, following

IN JIZ4IVN4
AUTUMN
2007on
A
Rabbi Neil 97,
Amswych's
article
Recycling Sacred Texts, that the
Assembly of Rabbis should create a
scheme by which the thousand of copies
of the 1977 For77?s o/Prczj/er which will
no longer be in use in our congregations
can be recycled rather than buried. I was
asked by the Assembly to research the
possible creation of such a scheme. The
conclusion of Rabbi Amswych's article

The Ohel of the St Thomas Cemetery

latter description suggests that not all
Jews were entirely honest or
honourable. Some were involved in
piracy.
In the cemetery which dates from
1867, many of the stones were shipped
by J Samuel, the Jewish monumental
mason whose business was situated

just off Cable Street, in London's East
End. Katina asked us to see if we could
obtain some lead letters which had
gone missing from a number of the
stones, from either J Samuel or other
similar monumental masons. That was
a mitzvah we were happy to perform.
Hannah: The Sephardi name for
cemetery is Beg.Z C¢c7z.in - House of

Life. This phrase sums up our holiday
which celebrated twenty-five years of
marriage. In our homes we have striven
to live each day with commitment,
observance and practice a Reform
Jewish life I
Footnotes:
I The most distinguished scion of the

Sheemess Community in the nineteenth
century was Henry Russell (originally
Levy), the composer of Cfeee# Boys,
Cheer and Life on the Ocean Wlave.
2 ]Trdch Cohen, Tlurough the Sands Of

ltmes, A History of the Jewish
Community Of St Thomas, US Vlrgin
/s/cr7zc7s, Brandeis University Press,
2004.
3 Wilfred Samuel, 4 Revz.ew o//foe /ewz.sfe

Colonists in Barbados in the Year 1680.
Paper read before the Jewish Historical
Society of England,19 May 1924,
Transactions Of the Jewish Historical
Society Of England, Wol 13,1932-1935.
4 Catalogue to Nidhe Israel Museum,
Barbados (2008).
HANNAH JACOBS I.a cz se#z.or mcz7zczger czf

Jewish Care and DAL:VTD ]ACOBS is Director

of Synagogue Partnership at the Movement for
Rofbrm Judaism. They were married at Finchley
Reform Synagogue on 2 August 1983.
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(in A44AV4 9J) suggested that there
were methods of recycling which were
sufficiently indirect in the way in which
print was removed that they would not
fall foul of the general prohibition on
destroying a representation of God's
name. We could then fulfil the mitvah
of bcz/ /czsfec¢z.Z, avoiding the destruction

of the environment, whilst also avoiding
disrespect for God's name.
We were helped by Jack Green, a

member of North Western Reform
Synagogue, with over thirty years
experience in the paper recycling and
waste management businesses. He
started the first bulk paper recycling
scheme in a synagogue at Northwood
and Pinner Liberal Synagogue in the
1970s. This was used by many NPLS
members for more than a decade until

process which does not directly destroy
the name of God. Jack is certain that
the dissolving option would not be
available for the kind of paper used in
tJhe L977 Forms of Prayer.
The end result would still be that our
Siddurim could be tuned again to a
productive use. It is most likely that
they would be sent overseas, to the Far
East, for recycling. That would not be
carbon neutral.
We investigated the possible
rendering of Siddurim into cardboard
coffins but found that this production
is done on a craftsman basis with

particular materials bought in bulk and
thus we would not be a able to know
that is what happened to our Siddurim.
At the end of this process, the
Assembly of Rabbis recognized with
regret that we would not be able to
create a scheme for the recycling of
our Siddurim that would be acceptable
within
our
understanding
of
appropriate treatment of God's name
as represented within the Siddurim, nor
that would show sufflcient respect for
the use to which the Siddurim have
been put. Nor would it be acceptable to
a majority of Reform Jews to make a
central scheme viable I.

Rabbi Mark Goldsmith
on behalf of
the Assembly of Rabbis of
the Movement for Reform Judaism

paper recycling facilities became
widely available, saving many tons of

paper and raising many thousands of
pounds for Jewish causes.
Recycling copies of the 1977 For"s
o/ Prcz)/er presents three practical
problems. Firstly there are no longer
facilities in the UK which will remove
book covers and recycle them
separately from the paper within. Thus
the whole of the book would need to be
processed at the same time. The paper
which was used in the editions of our
old Siddur is of a quality which is not
currently recycled to produce more
paper. Thus our Siddurim would be
tuned into board for packaging uses.
Thirdly, it also has negligible
commercial value.
If 5000 copies of the Siddur were to
be recycled together, this would weigh
around two and a half tonnes. Even at
the height of the paper market this
would have been worth less than £250.

Today it would not have any monetary
value. In order to render the Siddurim
into packaging board the process
would include `hogging' the books which is a destructive method

N0 EGO TRIP
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in A44jv7VA 98. As I was let down by an

interviewee I felt an obligation to the
Editor to come up with something.
Hence what may have seemed to some
as an ego trip. It was not and, as you
will see, normal service has been
resumed.
If anyone has suggestions about

prominent members of the progressive
community, themselves included, who
would make good subjects, please let
the Editor know. It is painless and can
be done face to face or by email I

Barry Hyman,
Bushey Heath

i:Tt.
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William Wolff

of fate - or even God? - that the

HOW DELICIOUS
TIH
IRONY
great socialist Ken
Livingstone
will be thrown out of the London

Xiag!°hr;;°map];Ccehi::eocj:e:¥f:tne#£tDwa£¥i
be done by a man so far dismissed as a
buffoon and no more. Even committed
party members need not shed too many
tears over Livingstone' s exit. For behind
the fading smile, there lurks one of the
most ruthless and bigoted of politicians.
And among the prejudices which furnish
his mind, not many are in favour of the
Jews. The obvious side ofBoris Johnson,
his successor, is a tendency to get others
to underestimate him. That has had its
fruitful use up to now. It makes most
people, his enemies included, ignore the
astute and formidable operator who lurks
behind the clown. ,Most Jews also fail to
notice what an unshakable fair-and-foul
weather friend he is. Johnson is now
well into his second temi as hAI' for the
Thames-side constituency where I live.
No one there underrates bin. He is not
only an astute and effective operator. He
has also proved himself a reliable,
conscientious and readily available MP.
Londoners are in for a major and happy
surprise.

#
HE STORY OF "GOD'S
postman"
fills
me
with
discomfort. That is what Benzion
Dunner called himself before he died
aged 45 in a car crash outside
Boumemouth. Anyone with his surname
attracts my attention because it was the
name of the rabbi of our pre-war
congregation in Amsterdam. He did not
return from Belsen. And Benzion's
grandfather who got here in the nick of
time from Frankfurt, delivered an
emotional eulogy at my sister's funeral
more than 40 years ago. That makes for
a bond with the Dunner dynasty of which
most of them are happily unaware. So
much is positive. So is their German
Jewish origin although they have long
since swapped that open-minded culture
for the blinkers of the ultra-orthodox.
The fact that Benzion made millions at a
property business which he looked after

T

in the aftemoons -he spent his momings
studying the Talmud - is equally
admirable. His daily readiness to write
cheques for a non-stop stream of well
dressed callers worries me. "Countless
individuals and families depended on
him to make sure they always had food
on their tables," it was said. Really?
Surely social services makes sure the
needy always have bread, cheese and
chicken wings on their tables. What
made these "countless" people suITender
their dignity and become "shnorrers".
Just the fact that they knew Dunner
would cough up regardless? If you have
that amount of money to give away and all honour to him for both raking it
in and lavishing it out - ought you not to
be a little more responsible in choosing
your recipients? Handing it out with both
fists to all who queue transforms the
nobility of giving into the shame of the
scrounger.

#
Ail:ar:ffodIVAlw#N:o;:£yeFRTFsr:wNITesx:ftoit
eat any wheat products, except Matzah,
we are not allowed to own any. So
stowing them away in the loft of our
Hendon house, as we did in my parental
home, means that I did, alas, have a
sinful childhood. For my parents never
took part in the dodge of "selling" their
flour and cream crackers by which most
ultra-orthodox believe they keep
themselves free from sin. To savour what
I missed as a child I read with fascination
a full page advert from the Sephardi
Kashrut Authority giving power to Rabbi
Abraham Levy, OBE, to sell my
chocolate biscuits . And there, in the
bold print, was the second scam. "This is
a free service," it boasted. And then
added: "However... any donations to
defray costs would be appreciated.
Donation enclosed. £ .... " No doubt then
about the generous profit they mean to
ladle out of this bargain mitzvah.

#
titanic struggle between Hillary

IREMAIN
Clinton, RESRERISED
the WashingtonBY
woman
TIH
who does not know the meaning of exit,
and Barack Obama, the star who has
streaked in from nowhere to dominate
every skyline in the world. And I am
bewitched by the fact that there is less
mention than ever before of that
phantom of American politics, the
Jewish vote. If ever it existed, it has long
since vanished from that scene. So

neither Clinton nor Obama, nor indeed
Mccain, the Republican no one is
stooping to notice, are wasting much
time on wooing that or other minorities.
To win elections, on whichever side of
the Atlantic, you do not need to shmodze
minorities. You just need to step around
their sensitive toes. A fact which David
Cameron on this side of the pond seems

fimly to grasp - through flair or through
cunning.

ill(`
Friday in the year - because it is

THE also
ONE
a bank
REALLY
holiday - came
GOOD
and
went a fortnight earlier than convenient .
And because I had a sermon to polish, I
did not have time to pop into the nearest
Catholic church to find out what they
were praying about me. The Catholic
Church's Good Friday prayers about the
possible salvation of the Jews have set
free a good deal of adrenalin this year.
Except mine. Other people's prayers,
whether Pope Benedict's or that of
Rochele, my little great niece, leave me
supremely serene. Even if they ask that I
should accept some truth that has so far
escaped me. If that's what worries them,
why not? And who shall say that their
prayer will not stay in God's overstacked
in-tray till long after I have passed on to
a realm where even truth needs no
prayer?

#
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OBERT PESTON HAS TWO
powerfulclaimsonourreflection.
One is as the BBC's lucid business editor who guides us effortlessly
through the labyrinth of budgets and
balance sheets. The second is as a prime
example of those tens of thousands who
have given up on Judaism and are on the
fast track out of the Jewish community.
He says, as they all do, that he is "culturally Jewish". Does even he know what
that means in daily practice or nonpractice? He adds that he is "incredibly
proud of the intellectual traditions of
Judaism," Meaning that he has read some
of the leading thinkers we have produced
over the past thousand years, from Moses
Maimonides, through Baruch Spinoza to,
say, Eugene Borowitz? Unless you want
to prune your purse, I would not have the
flimsiest flutter on it I
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF i.a £7Ie 7.egz.o#cz/
rabbi in North East Ge:rmc[ny. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,

Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR T0 JEWISH L[FE
The Stemberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Road, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for F}eform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Stemberg Centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, the Strudel Cafe and extensive grounds.

The Stemberg Centre is an open door to Jewisrt life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
LEO BAECK COLLEGE BOOK LAUNCH
Thursday 3rd April 2008 7.30 -9.30pm

You are invited to a "Simchat Sefer" to
Celebrate the Publication of Jewish Preacr)ing
in Times of War 1800 -2001 by Rabbi Professor
M?rc Saperstein, Principal, Leo Baeck College.
Presentation by Professor Tony Kushner, University
of Southampton.Rabbi Rodney Mariner, Belsize

Square Synagogue.Response by Rabbi Professor
Mare Saperstein.Book signing. Discounted sale of
books by Littman Library (25°/o) Refreshments.
RSVP: Madeleine Turner, 0208 349 5603Email
Madeleine.turner@lbc.ac.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE SUMMEFt INSTITUTE

Jewisli Leadership in a changing wo.r[d
Tuesday lst -Thursday 3rd July 2008
A unique development opportunity for Jewish
professionals, voluntary leaders, educators and
teachers, led by Rabbi Steve Greenberg. Jewish
Centre for Leaming and Leadership, CIAL, New
York, Mr Colin Quine, The Grubb Institute, London.
For more information please call ldit Ginsberg 020
8349 5623 or emai] idit.ginsberg@lbc.co.uk
lvIOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAIsfvl, A JEWISH

JOURNEY `Making History'Bosnia Herzegovina

to Croatia with Jeremy Leigh and Julian Resnick
LEO BAECK COLLEGE MA in Jewish Education
A two or three year part-time course taught at Leo
Baeck College, validated by London Metropolitan
Un.iversify. Students will be taught in a combination
of lectures. seminars, group and individual tutorials
to critically analyse, reflect, articulate, and draw on

theory of research and research literature as it
applies to practice.
For more information please call [dit Glnsberg 020
8349 5623 or emai[ idit.ginsberg@[bc.co.uk
Call Jo-Ann Myers on 020 8349 5626
or email jorann.myers@lbc.co.uk for more infomation

July 29th-August 6th 2008 £890 plus flight*
Explore Sarajevo, Mostar, Dubrovnik, Split & Zagreb.
Gain insight info a region that has brought Jew,
Muslim and Christian together in the most remarkable
ways. Spend time visiting Jewish sites of the last
thousand years, visiting the small communities that
continue there today. To register your interest or to
get an application form please contact Saul Levitt
jewishjoumeys@reformjudaism.ong.uk
or call 020 8349 5646
*Per person shan.ng for members of Reform

Synagogues. If you are not a meml)er of one of our
synagogues the price is £965. Single Supplement is
£185.

LEO BAECK COLLEGE

Advanced Diploma in Professional Development
You can choose to specialize in:
Jewish Education.
Jewish Communfty.
Jewish Youth Work.
Students will be taught through lectures, seminars,
group and individual tutorials to analyse, reflect and
draw on their experiences in their particular
professional setting.
The course includes a 10 day Seminar trip to
lsraelcall JoiAnn Myers on 020 8349 5626 or email

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM

CONFERENCE 2008 July 4th - 6thLeaming,
Leyning, Laughing: come and meet like-minded
Reform Jews from across the country. Reform
Movement Conference .2008 at Leicester University
4-6 July. Special rates for families and a FREE new
siddur for a[[ first-timers! For more info and to apply,
contact Saul on 020 8349 5646 or emai]
conference@reformjudaism.org.uk. Further details
on www.reformjudaism.org.uk
Tel 020 8349 5645

jo-ann.myers@Ibc.co.uk for more information

STERNBERG CENTRE ART CLASSES
The Sfemberg Centre runs art courses.
For further informat[.on on all courses.
Tel: June Lewis 020 8349 5724

THE STRUDEL CAFE is open 8.30 -5.30pm
Monday - Thursday Fn-day(until 2pm)serving a
varied menu of delicious hot and cold foods and
drinks.Catering for private functions can be
arranged.Tel: Alan or Abigail 020 8349 5711

